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New fines proposed for noise violations
Bill Radde
INON AN

Landlords could be fined for
noisy tenants under a proposal discussed Jan. 31 during a packed
meeting at Winona City Hall.
According to the Winona Daily
News, landlords, neighboring property owners and several members of
the Winona City Council discussed
the proposed ordinance to amend
the noise pollution code.
Much of the pressure for
c-enhanced noise control stems from
complaints by residents living near
the Winona State University campus, according to city officials.
The ordinance could result in a
$1,000 fine for property owners
- whose tenants violate the noise
ordinance clause three times in one
year. The council also could suspend the property owner's housing
license.
Under the proposal landlords
would receive a notice to take

action with their renters upon the
first citation.
If a second citation is issued
within the next 12 months, the
property owner would have to submit in writing the actions he or she
will take to remedy the noise problem. Upon the third citation in one
year, the landlord could be responsible for a fine not to exceed $1,000
for each violation.
"The students are my only tenants, and in my 10 years of rental
ownership, I have only had one
minor consumption violation," said
landlord Tadeusz Ligeza.
Ligeza blames the nosy neighbors for the alcohol infraction. He
thinks the police should concentrate
on the greater amount of noise
caused by locals at bars.
Ligeza said he can't control people's lives.
The proposed ordinance would
prohibit gatherings of two of more
people from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. when
noise becomes unreasonable, mean-

ing it can be heard from at least 50
feet away from the building.
Winona Mayor Jerry Miller said
the meeting was for public input,
and the audience responded.
Several members of the audience suggested a group consisting
of landlords, council members, the
city attorney and residents who live
next to rental properties come up
with ideas to solve the noise problems.
Landlord Dave Pringle suggested having property owners submit
the names of tenants to the police
department to make fining tenants
easier.
At another meeting Monday
night, all the landlords from the
prior city council meeting met at
City Hall to discuss the ordinance.
The primary purpose of the
meeting was to form a concensus
commitee of five landlords to meet
with officials.
Landlord Brenda Chapman, who
rents to 260 students, thinks the

new ordinance is unfair to landlords.
"When a homeowner infringes
the law, the police don't go to the
bank who inortages the home," she
said. "People should be held
accountable for their actions."
At the meeting landlords discussed the motivation of the ordinance, suggesting the city is trying
to get retribution for the lack of
minor consumption convictions.
"The judicial system in Winona
has a difficult time convicting
minors," said landlord Lori Smith.
Chapman offered two possible
alternatives to the ordinance. If a
neighbor calls the landlord about a
noise complaint she will take $50
from her tenants' security deposit.
Photo Illustration by Lisa M. Sanders/WiNoNAN
Also if a student breeches the terms Landlords could be fined for noisy tenants under a proposal
stated in their contract, she will call discussed Jan. 31 during a packed meeting at Winona City Hall
the tenants' parents.
The landlords are also disMiller said he would contact
College-Southeast
Technical.
cussing creating an organization for
representatives of Saint Mary's
Names of committee mambers will
them to meet and discuss issues
University, Winona State
be gathered and made public within
concerning the rental business.
University and Minnesota State
a week.

Athletic training program expecting final approval
Missy Teff
;WINONAN

A division of Winona State University's
health and human performance department
may receive accreditation as soon as this
spring.
The exercise science: athletic training pro- gram was started in 1990 and has been working toward accreditation since then.
The Joint Review Committee for Athletic
Training visited the WSU campus Nov. 14
through 16, as a final step in the application
for accreditation process.
"I hope we find out before school's out,"
said Shellie Nelson, athletic training program
director. "I'm thinking maybe in May or
June."
The athletic training program is one of
three majors under exercise science, all of
f..,, which are currently unaccredited. The other
majors are worksite health promotion and cardiac rehabilitation.
"Within the next five years the athletic
training discipline is going to see some
changes that are going to raise the bar," said
Tim Gaspar, dean of the College of Nursing
' and Health Science. Gaspar said WSU's pro.

gram is already, "ahead of the curve."
Formorly a part of the College of
Education, the program moved to the College
of Nursing and Health Sciences.
"We're a non-teaching major," said
Nelson. "It made no sense to be a part of education."
The accreditation process takes several
years to comlpete due to revisions made
throughout the process.
"The first thing you gotta do is decide if
you want to get your program accredited,"
said Nelson.
Nelson said the first step in the formal
process is to send a letter announcing the
intention to apply for accreditation.
Faculty and administrators in the program
look at current guidelines for accreditation
and incorporate them into their program.
Then they complete a self-study evaluating the current athletic training program. The
study typically takes one to two years to cornplete. During this time continual revisions are
made to the program.
The self-study is submitted to the commit-

tee, who reviews it before visiting the campus
to see the program in action.
The team submits their findings and makes
a recommendation to the Commission for
Accreditation of Allied Health Education programs, which makes the final decision regarding approval of the program.
"The idea behind accreditation itself is that
you want to make sure you're teaching the
right things," said Nelson. "It guarantees you
get the information you need."
Nelson said approximately 125 athletic
training programs across the nation are
accredited. Accreditation helps employers
determine the quality of the program an individual graduated from.
"For me, personally, I think it'll help me
get a job easier," said senior athletic training
student Sarah Schultz. "It will help me get
hired faster than someone else from a nonaccredited program."
Accreditation will also bring national
recognition for WSU's program.
"After we get accredited we'll get a little
more respect," said senior athletic training

student Dave Leannais. "It's showing that our
program is getting recognized by the nation."
Nelson said athletic training students must
take a certification exam for final certification. All schools must be accredited by 2004
if graduating students wish to take the exam.
"We've implemented a lot of changes in
the last few years," said Nelson. "It's kinda
like a fine tuning to meet and grow with
national standards."
Senior athletic training student Mike
Blackburn said it would also benefit WSU.
"I believe that it will benefit the university and the students in the long run because
eventually every school has to either go that
route (accreditation) or drop the program," he
said.
Nelson and students in the program said
support from WSU faculty and administration has been helpful during the process.
"The whole university has been a big help;
without (the support) this wouldn't have hap'spened," said Blackburn.
Nelson said Gaspar has been extremely
helpful throughout the process.
"It's kind of a dean's role," said Gaspar.
"Deans are ultimately responsible for curricuSee HHP, Page 2

Dorm space will be limited
Raegan Isham
rOWINONAN

A "quality of life" survey distributed by Winona State
University's Inter-Residence Hall
Council to all on-campus residents
in December came back with some
surprising results.
According to Tracy Ferber, president and advisor of the IRHC, 909
students_said they were thinking
about living in the residence halls
• again during the 2000-2001 school
• year. Usually there are only 600 to
650 students wanting to return to
the halls.
Although IRHC and housing
office is pleased with how many
students enjoyed their residence
hall experience this year, they
know housing more than 900
returnees and 1,350 freshmen is
beyond capacity.
"It's definitely a good problem
to have," said Ferber. "We want to
have people return to the residence
halls. The only pitfall is wear and
tear to facilities and staffing
issues."
Ferber said she does not want to
have the resident assistants overburdened with too many students.
'
John Ferden, director of
Auxiliary Services, said there will
be 2,126 spaces available if the
• housing staff builds up as much as

I

they can. Building up refers to making single rooms into doubles, doubles into triples and adding one
more bed to a suite. The building up
will occur throughout all the housing complexes.
"If we go any higher, we destroy
any chance at a happy community,"
said Ferden.
Ferber agreed.
"If you build up too much, it's
just going to be chaos," she said.
According to Ferden the maximum number of returning students
the residence halls will house next
year is 776 - 120 more than ever
before.
"I don't think there is a possibility in the world for taking care of
900 returners and 1,350 freshmen,"
he said.
During the past three weeks the
IRHC has been trying to come up
with a proposal for a way to conduct the room-draw process for
next year. The proposal was given
to the housing staff for additional
changes or suggestions, and they
gave their final recommendation
Sunday evening at the IRHC meeting. This.year's process will be held
March 23 and 24. The first day of
room-draw will be for residents
who want to stay in their current
hall, and the second day will be for
residents who want to switch halls.
According to Ferden, priority

will go to those students who have
earned the most credits and are currently living in the residence halls.
Students currently on residence hall
probation who want to return to the
residence halls next year need to go
through an appeal process before
room-draw.
Ferden and Sheehan Hall
Director Licinia "Lulu" Barrueco
think students want to continue living on campus because of the proximity to campus, Internet access
and programs and activities offered.
A future solution to the overflow
problems is building a new residence hall. Ferden and the housing
staff have been looking at this
option for the past year and have
been working with a developer and
contractor in hopes of building a
hall by the fall of 2001. The hall
would either be leased or sold to the
university. One problem has been
finding an area large enough to
house a residence hall and parking
lot with an equal number of spaces
as beds in the hall.
Students with questions or concerns about the room-draw process
should contact a member of the residence life staff or the housing staff.
Ferden said information will be distributed to the students later this
Photo Illustration by Jenny Butler/WINONAN
week concerning room-draw.
Dorm space is forcasted to be limited in the 2000-2001 school
year due to many students returning to the dorms.

Students
give tax
advice
Public Information Office
Winona State University
professor Richard Schneider
and a group of accounting students from WSU and Saint
Mary's University are volunteering free income tax assistance to low-income individuals and families throughout the
tax season.
The Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance students answer specific tax questions, assist in filing returns and prepare returns
free of charge.
There is a $5 federal and $5
state charge for electronic filing
for qualified taxpayers.
VITA assists taxpayers by
appointment from 1 to 7 p.m.
Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays and from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturdays in Room 102 of
Somsen Hall.
Walk-in service with no
appointment is available from 6
to 9 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays in Room 128 of St.
Mary's Hall at Saint Mary's
University.
To qualify for services a single person must earn a total
income of $15,000 or less. A
family of two must earn
$22,000 or less, and a family of
more than two must earn
$25,000 or less.
The volunteers have all completed the first tax course and
passed the IRS VITA exam.
"The students learn the
importance of listening and
how to interview," said
Schneider. "They learn sensitivity and to value diversity, and
they learn the importance of
confidentiality."
Donations through the WSU
Foundation help with program
expenses, as VITA receives no
government funding.
WSU, the WSU College of
Business, the WSU computer
services and SMU provide
office space, furniture, equipment and supplies.
Last year more than 300
individuals and families
received tax preparation help at
the office and another 200 were
helped over the phone.
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News Briefs

Nurses Notes
How to fight the winter blues

Soul Food Dinner

The Winona State University Black Cultural Awareness
Association will be holding its 11th annual Soul Food Dinner and
Play Saturday at 6 p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons.
Tickets for the dinner are $15 each. Only 300 will be sold and
can be purchased at the Cultural Diversity office in Kryzsko
Commons, Room 122. A few tickets may also be available at the
door the night of the performance, but it is recommended to buy
your tickets now.
The menu for the homemade dinner will include Southern
fried catfish, Southern fried chicken, beef and pork BBQ ribs,
red beans and rice, greens, yams, macaroni with cheese, sweet
potato pie and peach cobbler.
The entertainment for the evening will be the play, "1001
Black Inventions," presented by the Pin Point Theater of
Washington, D.C.
For more information, contact Cecil Adams at 457-5884.
Morris King Udall Scholarship

Nominations for the Morris King Udall Scholarship are being
sought for WSU students in fields related to the environment or
Native American students and Alaska Native students in fields
related to health care or tribal policy.
The scholarship will be awarded in May to students who will
be college juniors or seniors during the 2000-2001 academic
year. A student must be nominated by their institution to be eligible. The deadline for nominations is Tuesday.
WSU faculty members interested in nominating a student or
students interested in applying for the scholarship can contact
Darrell Downs in Room 117 of Minne Hall, call him at 457-5405,
or fax him at 457-2621.
Life Drawing Co-op

Artists and students are invited to participate in the ongoing
Life Drawing Co-op on the Winona State University campus
through May 18, Mondays from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in Watkins Hall,
Room 210, at King and Winona streets.
The drawing studio is equipped with easels. Participants
must bring their own paper and drawing tools.
All community members and students are welcome. Sessions
are $2 each for students and $3 for all other community members. The Life Drawing Co-op is sponsored by the WSU Art
Department. For more information, contact Anne at 457-5393.
2000-2001 Financial Aid announcement

Students who will need financial assistance for the 2000-01
academic year should file a 2000-01 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid or a Renewal Application as soon as 1999
tax information is available. This application determines eligibility for grants, need-based scholarships, loans and work-study.
Minnesota State Grant eligibility will also be determined from
this application.
Financial aid at Winona State is awarded on a rolling basis as
files become complete. Since certain sources or aid, such as
work-study, are limited, students are encouraged to apply as
early as possible.
New financial aid applicants or others who did not receive a
Renewal Application in the mail should pick up a 2000-01
FAFSA in the Financial Aid Office, Room 108 Somsen Hall.
Students can also apply on the Internet at www.fafsa.ed.gov
instead of using the paper form. Financial aid counselors are
available to answer any questions students or parents have
regarding the application process.
Smithsonian offering internships

February 9, 2000 -

The holidays are over, and the spec- Lori an Gel) h rd
tra of winter with its limited sunshine,
INfIltSIN6 SWIil NI
cold temperatures and endless snow

• Carbohydrate cravings
• Increased sleep and excessive daytime sleepiness

are upon us. Although we often joke about the winter blahs, we
may experience symptoms such as lethargy, fatigue, strong
appetite, pulling away from others and difficulties focusing from
November through March, These winter blahs affect 25 million
Americans every year with 10 million experiencing more extreme
symptoms leading to a diagnosis of Seasonal Affective Disorder
{SAD).
The cause of seasonal affective disorder is not known, but it is
thought to be related to the body's temperature and hormone regulation, as well as the shorter days in winter. The disorder is rare,
and most people with the winter blues or cabin fever do not have
SAD. The disorder may have its onset in adolescence or early
adulthood, and it occurs more frequently in men.
Some symptoms that occur with these winter blues are
• Depression with a fall or winter onset
• Lack of energy
• Decreased interest in school or work
• Increased appetite with weight gain

• Social withdrawal
• Afternoon slumps with decreased energy and concentration
• Slow, sluggish, lethargic movements
One treatment to combat the blues is light therapy for varying
periods of time under special bright lights. This seems to make the
symptoms subside, but the symptoms usually reappear when the
therapy is discontinued. Full spectrum fluorescent light is being
investigated as a treatment. Another treatment that may help is
simply spending more time outdoors and exercising regularly.
The outcome is expected to be good with continuous treatment,
but some people are affected with this disorder throughout their
lives. A good point to remember is that there are no serious corrt 2 .
plications to the blues, though the symptoms can be bothersome.
A safe answer to what you should do concerning those terrible
winter blues is to consult your health care provider if you are experiencing serious symptoms.
The Nursing Club submits Nurses Notes every week, so if you
have a topic that you are interested in learning more about, please
contact us by e-mail at Tsteffes5349@vax2.winana,msus.edu .
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lum. They support faculty, as well as
provide direction for faculty as
appropriate."
Schultz also cited Gaspar as a
supporter.
"The faculty are very supportive
to our needs," she said. "They know
who we are and what we're doing.
They understand what we're going
through."
Additional money has been allocated to the athletic training program as part of the process.
"Our budget has gotten a lot bigger, so we're able to support more
sports," said Schultz.
Nelson said the program
received $25,000 to buy new equipment for the training room, something done through the administra-

tion's support.
Even with all the work she has
put into the accreditation process,
Nelson is positive and enthusiastic
about the program.
"I think what I'm most excited
about is I've been at Winona State
for 12 years and had this vision and
to sec this goal accomplished," she
said. "It's that rubber stamp to say ...
we are doing a good job. Now the
nation's going to know we have a
good program."
Gaspar said both students and
faculty have been exceptional
throughout the accreditation
process.
"Everybody deserves a pat on the
back for (their work)," he said. "I
think we have an outstanding facul-

Y2K
Your Cotal prii,g Break Package iiic odes

Hospital.
A specific four-year plan is given :
to students in the program, specifyMg exactly which classes should be _
taken each semester. Clinical expo
rience and internships are included
in the plan.
"Your junior and senior year,
you're married to this major," said _
Nelson. "It's something you have to
be willing to make a time commitment to "
WSU athletic training alumni
include Walter Blase, assistant athletic trainer for the Chicago Bulls;
Robin Stern-Hase, athletic trainer
for the Olympic snowboard team;
and Tom Spears with the„,
Milwaukee professional soccer
team.

PEOPLE bIlECE YOU ARE NEEDED:
If you have experience as a news reporter OP are
looking to gain some experience, we want pen!

FREE Welcome Party
FREE Spring Break Party Pack
RT Air Transportation
7 Night Hotel Accomodations
RT Transfers to and from Hotel
Over 30 hours of Open Bar
14 FREE Meals (Mazatlan)
For More
In formation
Call:

ty; they've been wonderful assests
to the department. (And) the students are awesome. They have some
of the best students in the university
in that program."
WSU's athletic training program
involves clinical experience and
work with sports teams before graduation in addition to classes.
"About 40 to 60 (students)
declare the major every year," said
Nelson. A selection process determines the 22 to 25 students who
participate in the clinical education
section of the program, which can
be completed through schools and
companies like Gundersen Lutheran
Sports Medicine, Winona Senior
High School, Saint Mary's
University or Community Memorial

The Winonan is currentiv hiring for reporters.
Applications can be picked up in the WIROROR.

Study tip of the week
Take
$25 OFF
MPLS to
MAZATLAN
nonroroactlye, good mil)
t*,, week of March

3.

1-800-446-8355 www.sunbreaks.com

The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory is offering a
summer intern program at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics in Cambridge, Mass. Undergraduates interested in
a career in the physical sciences are encouraged to apply. The
program goes from June 11 to Aug. 11. A stipend, housing and
travel expenses are provided. Applicants must be U.S. citizens
or pemanent residents and enrolled in a program leading to a
bachelor's degree. Graduating seniors are not eligible. For more
information, contact the program director at (617) 496-7586.
Application deadline is Saturday.

Get to know ALL your professors. Communicate with them
early in the semester on how to best prepare and do well in their
course. If you are struggling, don't wait until the last minute to see
your professor for help or advice.
Study tips will be provided each week by the Academie
As,sistance Center in Room 301 of the library.

alentine ay Menu
*Broiled or Batterfried Jumbo Shrimp..$11.95
*Champagne Chicken
$9.95
*Prime Rib, 10 oz. cut
$10.95

Community Education announcements and classes

• The COMPASS ABE (Adult Basic Education) class is ongoing during the school year and is for people with a developmental disability or brain injury who would like to learn to read, write,
do simple math or increase their skills in that area. The class
meets Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Room 102 of the
Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St. The class is free and is taught by
Crystal Schroeder. To register or for more information, contact
Helen Newell at 454-9450.
• A Macintosh computer basics class on using a mouse,
exploring the basics of word processing and surfing the Web is
being offered for $15. The three-session class begins today at
Winona Senior High School Lower Library, 901 Gilmore.
Sessions are from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. or 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. To register or for more information, call Helen Newell at 454-9450.
Resident assistant applications available

Want to make a difference on campus? Become an RA
(resident assistant).Applications are available at the Housing
Office, Room 130 Kryszko Commons.
Applications are due back at the Housing Office by 4:30
p.m. Saturday. Any questions or concerns should be directed
to housing or Sheehan Hall Director Lulu Barrueco at 4575323.
Snow tour 2000

KCAL and IRHC are sponsoring a ski trip to Mt. La Crosse
Feb. 19. Package includes lift ticket, lesson, rental and lunch.
For more information, call 453-2222 or listen to 89.5 FM.
Bridges support group

Bridges is a self-help course sponsored by NAMI and
Community Education's Project COMPASS. This ongoing
group for people recovering from mental illness concentrates
on how to construct a meaningful life. Sessions are from 7 to 9
p.m. the first and third Mondays at the Winona Senior Center
Craft Room, 251 Main St. The class is free, and no registration
is necessary. For more information, call Helen at 454-9450.
The Winonan accepts all news briefs turned in by Friday
noon. Editors reserve the right to edit for space and content as
they see fit.

dinners include choice of 2 side dishes; twice baked )ta
toes, oceoli spears with hollandaise, wild rice blend reneh

inc. baked potato, tossed salad or homemade
A Fun Place for the Whole Family!
Located in the historic Winona-St. Peter Railroad Freight House
from the 1880s,
JEFFERSON PUB & GRILL offers a unique
setting featuring a great collection
of antiques and advertising memorabilia.

Spec - 1 Valentine's Day D erts!
In order to accom ate all of of uests in the most
timely fashion, we see by on r of arrival and do not
accept

58 Center Street
507-452-2718
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Black cultural awareness month informs, honors
Soul food dinner celebrates heritage
Julie Hawker
WINONAN

; Saturday will mark the 1 I th
Annual Soul Food dinner, a celebration of black history and culture.
The dinner, sponsored by the Black
cultural Awareness Association, is
Saturday at 6 p..m. in the East
cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
Tickets are on sale in the lower
hyphen and Room 122 of Kryzsko
Commons for $12. They will be SI5
lat the door.
The event will feature musical
entertainment from professional
pianist Eric Heukeshoven, a cappella singers and interpretative
dancers. The main event will be a
comical play by Washington D.C.'s
in Points Theatre. "1001 Black
Inventions" explores past and current examples of black inventions.
Pin Points has performed in more
than 2,500 schools, theaters and
government agencies throughout
the United States and Canada. All
activities are new except the play by
Pin Points Theatre, which has presented a different show with different actors.
The dinner menu includes
Southern fried catfish, Southern
fried chicken, beef and pork BBQ
ribs, red beans and rice, greens,
yams, macaroni and cheese, sweet
potato pie, peach cobbler and corn
bread.
"This event is a way to expose
,people to African-American culture,

and show people a good time; it's an
educational as well as a social
event," said Elliott El-Amin, president of BCAA and coordinator of
the dinner.
The evening will include a benediction and invocation from the
Rev. Price, of Rochester
Community Baptist Church, who
has done so for at least the last three
years.
"The students at Winona State
have done an excellent job in celebrating and educating about culture," said Price. "It's a time to look
at how proud we are of our culture
and leaders. The community, students and faculty can all come
together for this — I look with
honor on it for that reason — everyone can 'participate in this with
pride."
The colors will be black and silver, and the theme will be somewhat futuristic. This year it will also
be candlelit, since the event is near
Valentine's Day. Those planning to
attend are encouraged to bring their
significant other to the event.
"It's a time of celebration for our
culture, to be able to express ourselves through cooking and the
plays," said Vivian Blount, vice
president of BCAA. "This is an
opportunity to share with the community who we are, how far we've
come and how far we need to go.
We are all one people— just different shades."

Photo Illustration by Lisa M. Sanders/WINONAN

Studying the life and times of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is one of many ways to gain more
information about African-American culture and history.

Fixed-term positions limit faculty
Val Karsten
WINONAN

Imagine having a job as a university professor and not knowing
whether you will have your job
next year. That's how it is for fixedterm faculty members at Winona
State University.
The Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities collective bargaining contract defines fixed-term as a
temporary teaching appointment
that is filled for a limited period of
time.
Most fixed-term appoint,
ments are for one year, and fixedterm faculty members are
employed in both full-time and
part-time positions. Out of approximately 380 total professors at
WSU, 53 are employed as fixed;*.erm.
According to Tess Kruger, director of human resources, the number
of fixed-term faculty employed at
WSU varies yearly.
"The number will fluctuate from
year to year based on the number of
' faculty on sabbatical or retirement," she said. "Last year there
were quite a few. retirements, so I'd
assume that the fixed-term numbers
are up. But we are not under any
pressure to increase those num'bers."
Alex Yard, president of the WSU
faculty union, said the university

tries to keep the number of fixedterm faculty members about the
same from year to year.
"We don't want the university to
be populated by people on shortterm contracts," said Yard. He said
the commitment to programs and
the continuity suffer with too few
permanent positions.
Yard said there are several reasons why fixed-term faculty members are necessary. They include
when a full-time professor goes on
sabbatical or any other sort of
leave, if the university wants to try
out a new program and while a
department searches for a permanent replacement for a recentlyretired professor.
When a fixed-term faculty member's contract is up, their job has
ended.
"Legally, the old position dies,"
said Yard. In many cases there may
be a new position open, with a job
description identical to the one the
fixed-term faculty member just finished. The faculty member then
must go through the reapplication
process to be considered for the
new job.
"Sometimes you do go all
around the block to get to where
you started out," said Kruger. "But
at least you know that the procedures were open, inclusive and fair,
and you know you have the best

experience on campus for the students. It's a little unnerving for anyone to be in the job market like
that."
Yard said the individuals who
often look for fixed-term appointments have just completed graduate
school, and they often move on to a
tenured position.
Tamara Berg, director of
women's studies, is in her third
year of teaching as a fixed-term
professor.
Berg said having the director of
women's studies position filled by
a fixed-term professor is better than
the past arrangement of filling the
position by a professor from another department who was given
release time to direct and teach
women's studies courses.
"By giving the women's studies
director a fixed-term position at
WSU, the dean has shown support
for the women's studies program,"
said Berg. She said the disadvantage is that future funding for the
program is not guaranteed.
Berg said she and the women's
studies advisory council are
proposing the department chair be a
tenure-track or probationary position.
"It's harder for students to cornmit to the program when the chair
isn't sure whether she will be there
next year," she said.

Black History Month
began in 1926 as "Negro
History Week" by African
American Carter G.
Woodson.
Woodson chose to celebrate black history in
February because it contains the birthdays of
Frederick Douglass (a 19th
century African American
human-rights leader) and
Abraham Lincoln.
a
1912
Woodson,
Harvard graduate and
Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History
founder, wanted the week
to serve as a time where
Americans recognized the
richness, diversity and
progress of African
American achievement.
Many believed him to be
the first to open the field of
"Black Studies" to black
schools and universities.
Woodson was also College
of Liberal Arts dean at
Howard University in
Washington, D.C., and
author of many books,
including, "The Negro in
Our History" and
"Encyclopaedia Africana."
"Negro History Week"
was changed to the present
month-long celebration in
1976. It has since been a
time to reflect on the history,
teachings and achievements of African Americans.

Experience, education affect faculty pay
Val Karsten
WINONAN

In Winona State University's English department, the difference between the highest and lowest
paid full-time professors is $36,438. How can this
be?
The highest salary in the English department is
$68,570 and the lowest is approximately $32,000.
Departrrient directors determine a professor's
level of pay by factors such as degrees held, previous teaching experience and related professional
experience. The Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities grid system determines salaries at
schools across the state.
"The grid system refers to initial placement, that
is, what the salary is when someone is first hired,"
said Alex Yard, president of the WSU faculty union.
"It's an attempt to reduce inequities in pay. The grid assigns instructors and professors
according to experience and level of education.
There are different ranges for fixed-term and
tenure-track professors.
Fixed-term positions are held for a limited
amount of time, usually one year, and they are often
filled to replace instructors who are on leave.
Tenure-track professors include assistant, associate and full professors. Those at the assistant and
associate level usually hold master's. degrees, and
nearly all those at the full level hold doctorates.
According to Yard tenure is, "the university
committing to keep that person a faculty member."
Before tenure can be reached there is a five-year

probationary period. Every year of that period, a
tenure-track instructor is evaluated on the ability to
teach effectively, scholarly and creative achievement, continuing preparation and study, contribution to student growth and community service.
Non-tenured teachers have to prove they have
met evaluation criteria by preparing a professional
development plan each fall and a professional
development report each spring. PDPs outline plans
for the school year, and PDRs report on the outcome of the plans. After the probationary period,
the dean decides whether or not to grant tenure.
Tenured professors prepare PDPs and PDRs every
four years.
"Many professors start with fixed-term at one
school and apply and get tenure-track at another
school," said Yard, also noting, that not all full professors are tenured.
"You could have a full professor in fixed-term
making $60,000," he said. "It all depends on education and experience. The longer you've been teaching, the more valuable you are."
WSU salary statistics

The average salary at WSU in 1998-99 was
$50,400, which was 8.6 percent more than the
national average.

WSU

Full professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Instructor
ALL RANKS

National

$60,000 $58,100
$48,100 $48,000
$41,200 $40,000

$31,400 $31,900
$50,400 $46,400
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Departments in many
accreditation stages

Brian
Hanson /WINONAN

First grade students from
WashingtonKosciusko
Elementary
School in
Winona perform
a skit during the
Reading on the
Mall event
Saturday afternoon.

Jen Selby
WINONAN

Winona
Cinema 7
The Talented Mr.
Ripley (R)
Sat. & Sun 1:00, 4:20 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:20 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:30 PM

Girl Interrupted

jR)

Sat. & Sun 12:30, 4:30 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:20 PM

Galaxy Quest (PG)
Sat. & Sun 12:30, 2:30 PM
Evenings 7:00 PM

Man on the

February 9,

MoonJR)

Sat. & Sun 4:30 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 9:30 PM

The Green Mile

(R)

Sat. & Sun 12:45, 4:15 PM
Weekday Twilghts 4:15 PM_
Evenings 7:45 PM

Down To You (Pc;-13)
Sat. & Sun 12:50, 2:50, 4:50 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:00 PM

Stuart Little (PG)
Sat. & Sun 12:30, 2:40, 4:50 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:10 PM_

Scream 3

(R)

Sat. & Sun 1:00, 4:00 PM
Weekday Twilghts 4:40 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:30 PM
Seat $3.75 before 6:00 PM

PLAY DATES
2-11 to 2-17

Winona
Cinema 7
70 West 2nd St.
452-

Mall event promotes reading
Lauren Osborne
WINONAN

When Winona State University
education professor Donna Helble
started "Reading on the Mall" 17
years ago, several hundred people
went to the Winona Mall .to participate in reading activities. But, after
Helble and her students distributed
more than 5,000 fliers to public,
parochial and nursery schools in
Winona, Lewiston, Minn., Altura,
Minn., Arcadia, Wis., and CochraneFountain City, Wis., the Winona
mall director estimated 2,000 people
attended the program between 9:30
a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturday.
"It was definitely a good year,"
said Helble.
Always held the first Saturday in
February to celebrate "I Love to
Read Month," the annual reading
event is sponsored and organized by
about 60 of Helble's Reading and
Language Arts I students. Helble
served as a supervisor of the program, and students signed up for
various events, cleared their ideas
with Helble and carried out their
plans — all within four weeks.
"I was really pleased with the
quality of performances and the
enthusiasm and professionalism the
Winona State students showed,"
said Helble.
Junior elementary education student Tracy Eversman acknowledged

/./
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u • entexpress.com

4,241.800.SURF'S UP

she and her classmates had many
responsibilities but said the tasks
were manageable.
"We all got together and put it
together pretty fast, and we all had a
good time doing it," Eversman said.
Class members were required to
select a children's book using criteria learned in class and present the
storyline in a creative manner conducive to learning. Eversman, fellow junior Katherine Slaby and several classmates acted out Caldecott
Medal winner "Sylvester and the
Magic Pebble."
"I think it was such a great experience for all participants and everyone who came to watch," said
Slaby, an elementary education student who narrated the Sylvester
story.
The event opened at 9:30 a.m.
with a storybook character parade
for which participants were encouraged to dress as their favorite character and bring the book along. The
day's activities included storytelling, a book exchange, puppetry,
student literature presentations,
musical performances, plays,
demonstrations, face painting,
games and a raffle. But despite having a variety of activities, there was
a specific goal: to promote reading
and education and lifelong activities.
"This is a day to celebrate reading and to encourage children to

read," said Helble.
To highlight the idea that reading
is a lifelong activity, well-known
area residents read some of their
favorite stories throughout the day.
"Celebrity readers" included pediatric dentist Dr. Chris Carroll,
KWNO radio personality Bob Sebo,
Winona Post editor Fran Edstrom,
Winona Mayor Jerry Miller,
Merchants National Bank Senior
Vice President John Doyle and
Goodview and Rollingstone
Elementary Schools Principal Judy
Davis.
Although the reading program
was aimed at children, parents, educators and the community at large,
Helble uses the program to teach her
students how to select good stories
and how reading aloud to children.
influences them positively.
"Reading aloud to children and
presenting good stories to them is
important," said Helble. "It's the
single most important thing they can
do to teach children to read."
Slaby learned another valuable
lesson from the experience.
"It was really enjoyable just seeing the kids' faces when we were
putting on our presentation," she
said. "(I learned) how much fun
reading can be for people of all
ages."
Eversman agreed: "I really didn't
know what to expect, and when I saw
it, I thought it was just great."

With the recent accreditation of
the theatre and dance department
and pending accreditation of the
health and human performance
department this spring, many are
wondering what other departments
at Winona State University are not
accredited.
Accreditation is an evaluation
by an agency that lets incoming
students and potential employers
know that a department is nationally recognized.
The university as a whole is
accredited by North Central
Association of Colleges and
Schools. It is a regional accreditation that allows WSU to be an
operating university.
"It's mostly that it shows
they've achieved a high standard
of quality," said Peter Henderson,
dean of the college of Liberal Arts.
According to Henderson, most
liberal arts programs don't have an
accreditation agency. However the
music, paralegal, social work and
theatre programs are all
accredited.
The College of Business is in
the third year of a five-year application for accreditation process
by the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB). According to Ken
Gorman, dean of the College of
Business, the college submits
plans to the agency, which sends
reports back on how well the college is meeting their goals. A consultant also comes in each year to
help the department with the plan.
An AACSB representative will
come in at the end of the five year
period to give the final approval. A
positive response will mean all
five business departments are
recognized by the AACSB.
Jo Stejskal, director of the nurs-

ing department, said the nursing
programs for bachelor's and
master's degrees are both fur,
accredi ted.
In the College of Science and
Engineering, the engineering
department is accredited and the
chemistry department has
American Chemistry Societet
approval, which is similar to
accreditation. Many of the
departments don't have accrediting bodies because there are so
many sub-disciplines within them.
The National Council _()fAccreditation for Teacher
Education and the Minnesota
Board of Teachers (NCATE) has
accredited all teacher-licensure
programs at WSU. This includes
the teaching portion of 14 undergraduate and two graduate
programs. Approval by the board
is necessary for institutions to
license teachers, but NCATE
approval is an extra voluntary
proof of quality.
The
counselor
educatici.
department is applying for accreditation for the whole program, not
just the teaching program, through

the Counsel for Accreditation of
Counseling and Related
Educational Professions. They w41
be visited next fall.
The physical education and
recreation department is preparing
for accreditation by comparing
themselves to the national standards and preparing reports. They
are not yet ready for a visit. The
educational leadership depaitotent
has already been accredited by the
state.
Dean
of Science
and
Engineering Nancy Jannik said
every program at WSU is evaluLled by an outside source every five
years. This is a Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities standard
practice to ensure a quality
education to all its students.
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Spring Break
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Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
"2000". ALL destinations offered. Trip
Participants, Student Orgs & Campus
Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous Parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

SPRING BREAK SUPER SALE!!!
Cancun* Jamaica* Nassau
Save $50 on Second Semester
Blowout!
Call Nowlin!
800-293-1443
www.StudentCity.com

Are You Looking For A Full or
Part Time Job?

#1 Spring Break 2000
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica
& South Padre. Reliable TWA flights.
FREE VIP Passport-BOOK NOW!
1.800.SURFS.UP
www. studentexp ress. corn

MAZATLAN & CANCUN SPRING
BREAK from $369
Includes 14 Free meals & 23 hours of
Free Drinks. We've been taking
students for 32 years. Want to Travel
Free, Ask How!
Call Free 800-395-4896
www.collegetours.com

USA Student Travel
Honest & Largest Company

Mazatlan Air + Hotel
$399/ Off Beach
$529/ On Beach. Minneapolis/ Chicago
departures. Guaranteed 100% Lowest
Price. MTV Recommendation. FREE
parties, beach events, discounts.
Visa/MC/Discover.
Call Toll-Free (877) 633-2386
Email: gotomexico@hotmail.com/
www.BestSpringBreak.com

MAZATLAN-WHOLESALE
TO STUDENTS
24 Years of wholesale trips to Mexico
Days Inn, now Howard Johnson-$369,
Las Palmas Suites $389 Balboa Towers$449, El Cid- $499 $50 DepositCALL FREE
MEXICO TOURS 800-722-2296
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Employment
Need a great job that allows you
to work around
your class schedule?

Drive School Bus
approximate times 7:00 am- 8:15
am & 2:45 pm- 4:00 pm. Pay
based on $14 per/hr, plus bonus.
Morning, afternoon or all day
routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677
ask for Jeff
SUMMER IN CHICAGO
Child care and Light Housekeeping

for suburban Chicago families.
Responsible, loving, non-smoker
Call Northfield Nannies
847-501-5354

Come to the:
Winona Radio Job Fair
February 10, 2000
at
Winona Mall
(Former Daniels Hardware Store)
There Will Be Numerous Local
Companies Lookirig For Good,
Hard-Working People Like You!

Misc,
HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA
INCOME sound to you? Amazingly,
profitable opportunity. Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Free CD of cool indie music when you
register at mybytes.com .
The ultimate WebSite for your
college needs.

To place an ad in
the Winonan,
1
contact Jess or Amy in the
Winonan Office at
457-5677.
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NFL: The National Felons' League
Off-the-field violence becoming
the NFL's biggest problem
Associated Press
BALTIMORE — The NFL used to spend
most of the offseason pondering such problems
t, as the length of games, the shifting of franchises
or the proper use of TV replay.
Now, perhaps more than ever, off-the-field
violence is troubling the league.
Two players are in jail on murder charges.
Many others have been charged with less-serious crimes this season, including assault, burglary, and weapons and drug possession.
"I've been part of this league for 40 years and
I just can't ever remember so many cases of a
criminal nature," said Buffalo Bills owner Ralph
Wilson. "It's getting out of hand."
The cases have battered the image of a stuffy
institution that some derisively refer to as "The
National Felony League."
Following a Super Bowl party in Atlanta last
Monday, Baltimore Ravens star linebacker Ray
Lewis was arrested on murder charges in the
stabbings of two men outside a nightclub.
Earlier this season, Carolina wide receiver
Rae Carruth was arrested on murder charges in
the shooting of his pregnant girlfriend.
While such charges against two players in the
same season were unprecedented, the league has
always had to deal with off-the-field violence
and crime. In fact, all NFL teams already offer a
series of lectures on personal conduct throughout the season.
The recent cases, however, highlight what
seems to be a trend.
NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue acknowledged the problem two days before the Super
Bowl, but added, "We can't predict what NFL
players will do any more than we can predict
students shooting other students or workers

shooting fellow workers."
Athletes, however, receive much more money
and adulation than the average student or mailman. While the majority of football stars cope
well in such an environment, others do not.
"For some players, you get all that money
and you're like a time-bomb waiting to go off,"
said Lew Lyon, a sports psychologist who works
out of Baltimore's Good Samaritan Hospital.
"You grow up getting special treatment because
you're an athlete, then you get millions of dollars thrown at you. Shady people gravitate
toward money."
The NFL's season of crime and punishment
has produced damaging headlines around the
country and provided late-night comedians with
more than enough material for their opening
monologues.
Hardly a week went by this season without
news of another player in trouble with the law.
Two players on the Bills were charged in the
sexual assault of two off-duty police officers in
a nightclub; Denver Broncos safety Darrius
Johnson was charged with punching a topless
dancer; and New York Jets offensive tackle
Jumbo Elliott was charged with punching a man
and woman at a bar.
Indianapolis Colts defensive back Steve
Muhammad is charged with battery in the beating of his pregnant wife, but was cleared of
being involved in her death after it was attruibuted to injuries suffered in an auto accident.
The baby was stillborn.
And on Thursday, Fred Lane of the Carolina
Panthers was arrested on drug and weapons
charges after police said they found marijuana
and a gun in his car.
His teammate, Carruth, was cut by Carolina
soon after his arrest, and Miami Dolphins run-

ping back Cecil Collins was suspended indefinitely after being arrested in connection with a
break-in at a neighbor's apartment. The married
woman living there said Collins had been stalking her.
The Ravens aren't sure if they'll ever again
be able to use Lewis, who led the team in tackles in four straight seasons and was supposed to
play in his third Pro Bowl this weekend.
His lawyer, Ed Garland, said Lewis was simply a "horrified bystander" who didn't know the
two men had been killed until he heard about it
on the news hours later. But some wonder why a
man with a $26 million contract put himself in
such a position in the first place.
"Ray Lewis got caught up in the big party,"
said Lyon. "The tragedy of Ray Lewis is that he
put himself in harm's way."
Beginning in April, the Ravens held a sevenpart lecture series on personal conduct for players. Topics included personal and professional
accountability, male/female issues and drug
counseling.
"Such programs can help, but in most cases
it's like putting a Band-Aid on a gaping wound,"
said Lyon. "You're talking about a person who
has high self-worth and a lot of money. He's not
going to listen. He's thinking, 'This won't happen to me.'"
Wilson said the NFL needs to do more than
merely instruct players on how to deal with fame
and fortune.
"Because of the acceleration of these cases,
the league has to take a harder approach. We've
been far too soft," said Wilson. "It's something I
think we'll talk about at the next owners meeting."
Often a players' time in the 40-yard dash is
more important than his rap sheet. Wilson said
he will no longer take a chance on a player with
a criminal past.
"I'm just as guilty as anybody," he said, "but
I think our emphasis on winning has taken away
from our common sense."

Activist believes players should
be held responsible for actions
Associated Press
DENVER — Two years ago,
Kathy Redmond wept at the suicide
of an NFL player's girlfriend, a
woman she had never met.
Akina Wilson, 22, killed herself
in the garage of a townhouse she
shared with New York Giants defensive back Tito Wooten shortly after a
fight that led to Wooten's arrest on
assault charges. The charges were
later dropped.
"That was the first time I broke
down and cried over anyone besides
myself," said Redmond, who had
just settled a lawsuit against the
University of Nebraska that said she
was raped in a dorm by football
player Christian Peter of Rumson.
He went on to play for the Giants
after the New England Patriots
drafted him, then renounced the
pick because of his history of violence against women.
Three months after Wilson's suicide, Redmond formed the National
Coalition Against Violent Athletes.
She was already drawing up the
papers when Wilson died but the
case pushed Redmond a little harder.
Redmond, 26, runs the coalition
in her spare time out of her home in
suburban Littleton. She and about
30 volunteers nationwide track violence by athletes and help victims
navigate the legal system. Redmond
also speaks to schools, athletes and
the public.

Chiefs linebacker
Thomas dies at 33
Associated Press
- MIAMI — NFL star Derrick
Thomas died Tuesday in a hospital
- where he was being treated for
-- injuries from a car crash that left
him paralyzed from the chest down,
a hospital spokeswoman said.
Details of his death were not
.., immediately available, said
- Lorraine Nelson, a spokeswoman at
Jackson Memorial Hospital.
The 33-year-old linebacker for
- the Kansas City Chiefs was injured
last month when the car he was driving flipped on an icy road. A friend
was killed in the crash.
Thomas and two companions
s had been heading to the Kansas City
airport to fly to St. Louis for the
NFC title game.
"It is a devastating tragedy to the
- , Kansas City Chiefs family, the people of Kansas City, the fans of the
, National Football League, and also
to me, personally," said Chiefs pres- ident Carl Peterson.
Thomas broke his spine and neck
and wound up semiconscious with
1: no feeling in his legs.
He was flown to Miami, his
hometown, for treatment.
Doctors decompressed his spinal
cord and stabilized the spinal column with screws, rods and hooks
and implant bone grafts from
Thomas' hip.

•--

The hospital is the home of the
Miami Project to Cure Paralysis,
the world's largest spinal cord
injury research center, and its surgeons have operated on race car
driver Emerson Fittipaldi and other
athletes.
Thomas and passenger Michael
Tellis, 49, of Kansas City, Kan.,
were not wearing seat belts and
were thrown from the speeding car,
police said. Tellis was killed
instantly and a third passenger who
was wearing his seat belt was treated and released.
Thomas, a nine-time Pro Bowl
player, was one of the game's most
feared pass rushers and a popular
athlete in Kansas City.
He holds the NFL one-game
record of seven sacks and ranks
ninth on the career list. His seven
sacks against Seattle in 1990 came
near Veterans Day. He dedicated
his effort to his father, an Air Force
pilot killed in Vietnam in
Operation Linebacker II.
"He has done so much for this
team and our city during the time
that he had with us," said Peterson.
"He had so much love for the
game, for his teammates and for
our town. Our prayers go out to
Derrick's family to his fellow
teammates and to our fans who
knew Derrick. A light has gone
out."

Athletes have gotten almost as
many headlines recently for criminal charges than for the games they
play.
A day after the St. Louis Rams'
victory in the Super Bowl over the
Tennessee Titans, Baltimore Ravens
linebacker Ray Lewis was charged
with the murder of two men in a
fight in Atlanta.
In December, Rae Carruth, then a
wide receiver for the Carolina
Panthers, was charged with murder
in the shooting of his pregnant girlfriend.
NFL officials say a small percentage of its athletes are violent off
the field, and some statistics support
that. But the arrests of Lewis and
Carruth, and of several other NFL
players this season, have drawn
even more attention to the issue.
League spokesman Greg Aiello
said the league has effective programs to combat off-the-field violence.
Redmond hears daily from
women who say they have been
assaulted by athletes, and she offers
them comfort and advice. "I know
what it's like to feel left alone as a
victim," she said.
Women who are attacked by athletes often struggle by themselves
against professional public relations
staffs that speak for the players.
Redmond said she tried to contact the league but got nowhere.
Aiello said the league has no record
of getting an inquiry from her.

s are being held with broadcast
cable networks,
eVito said no franchises are
immediately planned outside the

United States, but that the XFL
could expand into Canada and that
Toronto would be among the cities
considered.
CFL president Jeff Giles said he

is aware of the new league's plans,
es expressing concern abOut its imine 1diate repercussions
"My first thought is_pIayers," he
told the: Globe and MaiI. "They
have to get their players from
e lea
somewhere, and l'm. sure they'll be
00'irril-. looking at as.
I'm. sure they'll
eylai9n : offer more than we can pay, and we
ongh.have to. hold the line on salaries,'

Rams provide blueprint for success
Associated Press
ST LOUIS, Mo. — All across the NFL,
teams are already at work trying to duplicate
the unlikely success story of the Super Bowl
champion St. Louis Rams.
The continuing theme in the world of the
woebegone this offseason will be: "If they
could do it, why can't we?"
And that's not a terribly unreasonable
question.
In the NFL's brave new world of parity,
created by free agency and salary caps, the
meek can flourish almost overnight. And
they often do.
Nine teams finished at 8-8 last season.
Three others were 9-7. A player here, another there and abracadabra, they could turn into
next season's Rams.
Last year, Philadelphia was a 5-11 havenot. Next season, who knows?
"The more the league strives for parity,
the more you're going to see teams do this
type of thing," said Eagles coach Andy Reid.
"It's different than the old dynasties we've
seen for so many years. You're going to have
teams that rise and fall rapidly. It's a trend
right now of the way the league is set up.
That's the whole basis of the salary cap. It
gives you an opportunity to be equal within a
relatively short period of time."
On the day after St. Louis completed its
unlikely reversal of fortune, one NFL official
noted how the Rams had injected hope all
over the league. "Who knows?" he said, "If
Akili Smith steps up, Cincinnati could be
here next year."
That might be a bit of a stretch considering the condition of the Bengals' roster, but
think back to the days after Denver won its
second straight Super Bowl in January 1999.
There was no one touting the Rams' chances
then.
St. Louis seemed anchored to a treadmill
to oblivion with nine straight losing seasons,
and there was no reason to believe it would-

n't be extended to an even 10.
So, how did the Rams get so good so fast?
Well, they had assembled some pretty
good players like Todd Lyght, Isaac Bruce,
Orlando Pace and Kevin Carter. They traded
for Marshall Faulk. They drafted two more
good ones, Torry Holt and Dre' Bly, in the
first two rounds of last April's draft.
And then they got lucky with Kurt Warner.
In their own private environment of x's
and o's, schemes and seams, coaches watch
films until they get bleary-eyed breaking
down offenses and defenses play by play.
Their message is that success in football is
created by meticulous attention to detail.
But that doesn't account for magical factors like Warner.
In last April's draft, the league divided up
the most promising class of rookie quarterbacks since the Elway-Marino-Kelly bonanza of 1983. Tim Couch went to Cleveland,
Donovan McNabb to Philadelphia, Cade
McNown to Chicago, Daunte Culpepper to
Minnesota and Smith to Cincinnati, all in the
first round.
And the best new passer of all turned out
to be an unpretentious retread from the Arena
League and NFL Europe, a guy who kept
hearing he wasn't good enough. He wouldn't
take no for an answer.
But before the Rams hurt their arms patting themselves on the back, remember that
they invested $16.5 million in free agent
quarterback Trent Green and left Warner
exposed in the expansion draft, available to
the Browns.
That's how smart they were. And that's
how smart Cleveland was to pass him up.
Warner inherited the team when Green
tore up a knee in the preseason and the next
thing anybody knew, St. Louis was having
parades and the Rams were getting measured
for Super Bowl rings.
Football is not an exact science.
Sometimes talent slips through the cracks.
Sometimes it shows up hugging a couple of

MVP trophies and riding down Main Street
at Disney World.
Warner's humble background made his
success the feel-good story of the NFL season. And the message the have-nots must
take from it is that maybe next year, it will
be their turn.
Maybe there's another Warner hiding on
an NFL sideline some place, wearing a baseball cap instead of a helmet, relaying plays
and waiting for a chance. The trick is to find
him, plug him in and then sit back and wait
for the people from Disney World to show
up.

Vermeil steps down as coach
The NFL's most emotional coach, standing within arm's reach of the Super Bowl
trophy his St. Louis Rams won only days
earlier and referred to as "Champ" by the
team president, stepped away from the
game.
It was a scenario that would unsettle the
most manly of men. One knew that Vermeil,
who seemingly wept at the drop of a hat
during his three seasons in St. Louis, would
not even attempt to rein himself in.
Vermeil, 63, said it was an "unbelievable
feeling" to leave as a champion. He's going
out on top.
Vermeil's quick decision had a lot to do
with emotion. He didn't want to be involved
with the free agency period that starts Feb.
1 1 , so he leaves with two years to go on a
five-year, $9 million contract.
This exit was a lot different than the first
time he walked away from NFL coaching,
complaining of burnout when he left the
Philadelphia Eagles in 1982.
The decision elevates offensive coordinator Mike Martz to coach. The Rams
signed Martz, who directed the NFL's toprated offense (33 points a game), to a twoyear contract in January that assured he
would inherit Vermeil's job.
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Ready to take
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Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS — Despite
rocky roads on both fronts in
1999, the Minnesota Vikings say
they're on track to win a title and
secure a new stadium.
Club president Gary Woods
said the public now recognizes
that the Vikings can't remain
competitive in the 18-year-old
Metrodome, and coach Dennis
Green declared: "We will knock
on the door of a championship
next year."
Green, Woods and owner Red
McCombs met with local leaders
over breakfast Thursday to
address the team's stadium initiative and then met with the media
to discuss club-related matters.
Green denied reports that he's
decided against trying to re-sign
quarterback Jeff George and said
he told agent Leigh Steinberg so
on Tuesday.
"We have not made a decision,
that's what 1 told Leigh," said
Green. "The bottom line is that we
would never tell someone the
decision we're going to make
before we talk to the player. We
don't operate that way. We've got
eight years on the record to prove
it."
Daunte Culpepper is aching to
start next season, said Green, who
chose the raw quarterback from
Central Florida instead of passrusher Jevon Kearse in one of the
more surprising moves of last
year's draft.
"What Daunte wants to do next
year is be a starter," said Green.
"The reason he wants to be a
starter is because he's never done
what he did last year at any time
in his career, which is sitting and
watching and learning and waiting. That's what Daunte wants.
He'll go into the season trying to
be a starter."
Green also said he expects
Chris Doleman to retire but
refused to confirm that he wants
Randall McDaniel to do the same,
as some media have reported.
"We have not made any definitive decision on any of our players," said Green.
Surprisingly, McCombs said
the Vikings didn't underachieve
in 1999 despite failing to make it
to the Super Bowl after beginning
the season as the NFC's prohibitive favorite.
"I know my expectation was
higher, but I don't think this team
underachieved," said McCombs.
Green disagreed.
"We did not win the world
championship and that's what it
really comes down to," he said.
"So, we did not achieve our
goals."
On the stadium front, Woods
said the Vikings generated $5 million from the Metrodome last season, about one-fifth the league
average.
He said the team's operating
profit of between $3 million and
$5 million probably represents the
Vikings' last profitable season in
the Metrodome as it is currently
set up.
McCombs, who wants a $400
million stadium, three-fourths of
which would be financed by taxpayers, said the Vikings hadn't
thoroughly reviewed the latest
Metrodome renovation plan.
McCombs said he's not seeking an extravagant stadium, just
one that will put his team in the
middle of the pack.
"The Vikings will not survive
in the Metrodome with the structure that we have now," said
McCombs. "That's just a hard
reality."
Woods said the team was close
to securing a stadium plan with
city leaders last year but that it got
bogged down at the county level
"and we haven't been able to
break that logjam yet."
Woods said the team won't
even approach state lawmakers
about a new stadium until next
year, after the elections and redis-

tricting.
"Elected officials have told us,
`Please don't bring a plan to us in
2000,'" said Woods after the news
conference.
That means the team won't
expect a new stadium until about
2005 or 2006.
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Moss Pro Bowl MVP
HONOLULU — Randy Moss
set records with nine catches for
212 yards, and Mike Alstott scored
three touchdowns in the NFC's 5131 victory over the AFC on Sunday
in the highest-scoring Pro Bowl
ever.
Arizona's Aeneas Williams and
Tampa Bay's Derrick Brooks
returned interceptions for touchdowns as the NFC dominated the
game from the start in snapping a
three-game AFC win streak.
The 82 points broke the record of
64 set in 1980.
Moss, the Minnesota star selected the MVP, on his last catch
grabbed a 25-yard TD reception
from Carolina's Steve Beuerlein
with 1 minute, 5 seconds to play
that closed the scoring.
Alstott, the Tampa Bay fullback,
scored on runs of 1, 3 and 1 yards.
He finished with 13 carries for 67
yards.
Brooks picked off a pass from
Jacksonville quarterback Mark
Brunell and raced untouched 20
yards for a touchdown to make it
44-24 with 11:12 left.
Jaguars receiver Jimmy Smith
caught three touchdown passes, and
finished with eight catches for 119
yards. His last score, a 52-yarder
from Indianapolis' Peyton Manning,
made it 44-31 with 6:30 to play.
Manning had two touchdown
passes and two interceptions,
including the 62-yard return by
Williams that gave the NFC a 7-0
lead less than three minutes into the
game.
Williams had an open field after
Colts receiver Marvin Harrison fell
down, and he raced down the left
sideline for the score.
The next time the NFC had the
ball, St. Louis quarterback Kurt
Warner connected with Moss for 48
yards to put the ball on the AFC 5yard line. Warner, the Super Bowl
MVP, was 8 of 11 for 123 yards.
Detroit's Jason Hanson kicked a
21-yard field goal to make it 10-0.
He had three field goals on the day,
including a 51-yarder at the end of
the first half that tied a Pro Bowl
record.
The NFC pushed its lead to 17-7
three minutes into the second quarter on a 1-yard run by Allstott, following a 46-yard pass from Warner
to Moss.
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Brian Hanson/WiNoNAN

Matt (Showbiz) Jackson waves to his teammates after
swiping a purse from an unsuspecting fan during the
Globetrotters performance at McCown Gymnasium Feb. 2.

Dolliver, Frye gain
conference honnors
MINNEAPOLIS — The Northern
Sun IntercollegiateConference Players
of the Week for the week of Feb.7 are
Jon Dolliver of Wayne State College
and Erin Frye of Southwest State
University.
Dolliver, a senior forward, sparked
the Wildcats to three victories last
week as WSC downed Briar Cliff,
Concordia-St. Paul, and Winona State.
He shared team-high scoring honors with 17 points (5-10) in addition to
pulling down eight rebounds in just 22
minutes of action against Briar Cliff.
In that game, Dolliver became the 21st
Wildcat to score 1,000 career points.
After a 13 point (4-8), five rebound
effort in 23 minutes of play against
CS-P, the Stanton, NE native was
instrumental in WSC's victory over
league-leading Winona State. He
scored a game-high 17 points, with 15
coming in the first half. For the game,
Dolliver shot 60 percent (6-10) from
the floor, 50 percent (1-2) from threepoint range, and 100 percent (4-4)
from the line.
He scored seven points as the
Wildcats started the game with a 12-0
run. He also had 15 of WSC's first 34
points as the Wildcats built a 34-13
lead with 7:14 left in the first half.
Dolliver now stands 19th on the

2000

Major League Baseball calendar

Clowning around
1 tt,

Despite not living up to expectations during
1999 season, the Minnesota Vikings are
preparing for a Superbowl run in 2000-2001

February 9,

all-time WSC scoring chart with 1,041
points.
With their NSIC wins over
Concordia-St. Paul and Winona State,
Wayne State currently stands at 10-3
in the conference (16-5 overall) and a
half-game behind WSU in second
place.
Frye, a junior guard, continued her
consistent play for the Mustangs last
week as SSU defeated Winona State
and Concordia-St. Paul in two important NSIC contests.
Frye had 26 points, seven assists,
and six rebounds to help the Mustangs
to a 99-84 triumph over Winona State.
Against the Golden Bears, the Prior
Lake, Minn. native, was 2 of 2 from
three-point range to help SSU to a
school record nine three-pointers.
Against the Warriors Frye was 5 of
6 from the field and 2 of 2 from the
free-throw line in route to 14 points in
only 23 minutes of play.
For the weekend Frye averaged 20
points, six assists, 3.5 rebounds and
two steals, while shooting 63.6 percent
from the field, 63.7 percent from
three-point range and 83.3 percent
from the free-throw line.
With her weekends work Frye now
stands 50 points shy of 1,000 for her
career at Southwest State.

The Winonan is looking for sports writers.
If you are a Winona State University
student and are taking at least six credits,
contact sports editor Mike Kaebisch at
457-5520 for more information.

Could You Use $5000?
Support WSU Men and Women's
Basketball by purchasing your raffle
ticket at all home games, and win a
chance to participate in the halftime
three-point shootout to win

$5 0 00 !

Feb.13 — First day for Chicago Cubs and New York Mets
pitchers, catchers and injured players to report to spring
training.
Feb. 18 -- First day for pitchers, catchers and injured players on other teams to report to spring training; first da), for
other players on Cubs and Mets to report.
Feb. 23 — First day for other players on other teams to
report to spring training.
Feb. 25 — Mandatory reporting date for Cubs and Mets.
Feb. 29 — Hall of Fame veterans' committee meeting,
`fampa, Fla.
March 1 — Mandatory reporting date.
March 2-11 — Teams may renew contracts of unsigned
players.
March 14-15 -- Owners meeting, Florida site TBA,
March 24 — Last day to place players with non-guaranteed
contracts on unconditional release waivers without paying
their entire 2000 salaries.
March 29-30 — New York Mets vs. Chicago Cubs, Tokyo.
April 3 — Opening day for other teams, active rosters
reduced to 25 players.
July 11 — All-Star game, Atlanta.
July 23 — Hall of Fame induction ceremonies,
Cooperstown, N.Y.
July 24 — Hall of Fame game, Arizona vs. Cleveland,
Cooperstown, N.Y.
Oct. 3 — Playoffs begin.
Oct. 21 — World Series begins, city of American League
champion.
October-November — Free agent filing, 15 days after
World Series.
Dec. 7 — Last day for teams to offer salary arbitration to
their former players who became free agents.
Dec. 19 — Last day for free agents offered salary arbitration to accept or reject the offers.
Dec. 20 — Last day to offer 2001 contracts to unsigned
players.

Fall 2000 WSU team schedules
Football
Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4
Nov. 11

at Central Missouri State
at UW-La Crosse
Moorhead State
at Wayne State College
at UM-Morris
UM-Crookston (Homecoming)
at Southwest State
Concordia-St Paul
at Northern State
UM-Duluth
Opponent TBA as part of
NSIC/MIAC "Border Battle"
Metrodome, Minneapolis
Soccer

Sept. 2
Sept. 3
Sept. 9
Sept. 13
Sept. 16
Sept. 17
Sept. 23
Sept. 24
Sept. 30
Oct. 1
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
Oct. 14
Oct. 15
Oct. 18
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. 27
Oct. 28
Oct. 29

Central Missouri State -•
Rockhurst
at UW-Parkside
St. Cloud State
North Dakota
(at North Dakota State)
at North Dakota State
Truman State
Concordia-St. Paul
Wayne State College (Southwest State
at UM-Crookston
at Moorhead State
Bemidji State
UM-Duluth
Minnesota State, Mankato
at UM-Morris
at Northern State
NSIC championships (first
round) at Southwest State
NSIC championships (semifinals) at Southwest State
NSIC championships (final)
at Southwest State
Volleyball

Aug. 25-26
Sept. 1-2
Sept. 8-9
Sept. 15
Sept. 16
Sept. 22
Sept. 23
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Oct 6
Oct. 7
Oct. 12
Oct. 13
Oct. 18
Oct. 20
Oct. 21
Oct. 24
Oct. 27
Oct. 28
Nov. 3
Nov. 4
Nov. 10
Nov. 11

Jefferson Invitational (at WSU)
at Momingside Tournament
at NSICINCC Crossover
Tournament
at Wayne State College
at Southwest State
UM-Crookston
Moorhead State
at UM-Duluth
at Bemidji State
UM-Morris
Northern State
Minnesota State, Mankato
at St. Cloud State
UW-La Crosse
Southwest State
Wayne State College
Concordia-St. Paul
at Moorhead State
at UM-Crookston
Bemidji State
UM-Duluth
at Northern State
at UM-Morris
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SPOTLIGHT
See next week's
issue of the
Winonan for a
feature on
"Keyboard Day,"
to be held Feb.
22 in the PAC.

Armstrong publishes book
First book reflects
his relationship
with landscape
Amanda Leonhardt
N.VIZ■iONAN

ames Armstrong, a Winona
State University English professor, recently published a
poetry book, "Monument in a
- Hat."
The book, published by New
Rivers Press, is Armstrong's first.
His poems have appeared in other
publications
such
as,
. "Triquarterly,"
Gulf
Coast,"
.,."Orion" and "The Snowy Egret."
Armstrong read from his new
, .book Feb. 2 at Lourdes Hall as part
. , of the Great River Reading Series.
: "I think it's important as a creative writing teacher that students
_actually see that you're doing it
, (writing)," said Armstrong. "It's a
- big experience, to have your first
. .book published."
In 1996 Armstrong won the
PEN-New England Discovery
' Prize for poetry, and in 1999 he was
awarded an Illinois Arts Council
-fellowship
ellowship in poetry.
- ' Armstrong was nominated for
- the PEN-New England Discovery
'Prize by a friend. To win the
'Illinois Arts Council Fellowship,
Armstrong submitted his work in a

J

;

-

poetry competition and was awarded a large grant.
Armstrong received a Ph.D. in
American Literature from Boston
University. Before coming to
WSU, he taught English and creative writing at Northwestern
University for four years and in the
Master of Fine Arts program of the
School of the Art Institute of
Chicago. He, along with his wife
and two daughters, came to WSU
last semester.
Armstrong said he really likes
Winona, but as a new professor at
WSU, he has been busy trying to
adjust to the heavy workload.
Armstrong grew up in
Kalamazoo, Mich., and credits the
town with much of his inspiration
for the book.
"It's about my experience with
the landscape of my hometown,"
he said. "There's the sadness of the
wilderness and rural life decaying
and excitement about the possibilities of growing suburban life."
Besides his experiences in
Michigan and Illinois, Armstrong
also spent a great deal of time traveling in Portugal, Germany,
England and Scotland.
"There are a lot of polar opposites in the book between city life
and the countryside, but also
between Europe and America ...
the American is always caught
between the impulse to engage
European culture in all its richness

and the urge to be completely new,"
he said.
Critics have been very receptive
to Armstrong's work. Armstrong is
pleased with the affirmation his
first book brought but said it has
taken a while to get used to it.
"When you finish a poem, it's
never really finished," he said.
Armstrong said the book is a
culmination of his whole life experiences and represents 10 to 11
years of work.
In a New Issues Press release,
Elanor Wilnor said, "Armstrong
has the gift of creating figures
ancient and allegorical, making of
their posture and gesture — figured
and disfigured — a meditation on
human time. His historical intelligence and visionary power render
image into emblems that bear witness to attrition, while reinstating
the dignity with which so many
centuries of human thought and
actin, even error and evil, have
endowed them. These are, in every
sense; memorable poems."
The release said, "(The book)
floods our senses with images of
the natural world. Reading this
book is like diving into a deep lake.
It cleanses the soul."
"Monument in a Summer Hat"
is available in the faculty section of
the WSU Bookstore.
Poetry fans can expect more
from Armstrong in the future.
"I'm always working," he said.

ON 'MONUMENT IN A
SUMMER HAT'

In the same release,
Garrett Hongo said, "In
'Monument in a Summer
Hat,' James Armstrong's
splendid first book of
poems, we discover a poet
of high craftsmanship,
great learning, and a
benign, almost classical
intellect addressing himself, with a fine eloquence,
to the quiet life of provincial
surroundings.
"When I think of the
character of this work, I am
reminded of those Chinese
governors of the T'ang, eloquent poets of fine, metaphysical minds, sent eastward into the deep interiors
of wild, barbaric lands far
from the gentle capital of
civilization, sending their
beautifully considered,
mildly expressed, but profoundly sorrowful missives
to this eternity that is literature.
"The
poet
James
Armstrong is no less a civil
governor of wild, metaphysical lands — a dutiful
servant of our American
eternity."

Jim Smastynowicz/WrNoNAN

Winona State University English professor and poet recently
published his first book of poetry, "Monument in a Summer
Hat." The book reflects his relationship with the landscape.

Don't believe the
hype: 'Scream 3' is
anything but scary

Pining for spring

Taiko-Japanese drum
group performs at WSU
The Winona State
University Residential
College International Music
Series will sponsor Theatre
Mu, a Taiko-Japanese
drum group, at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the North
Lounge of Lourdes Hall.
For more information,
call 453-2500.
Traveling art exhibit
ends Thursday
A traveling art exhibit
featuring Winona State
professor Don Schmidlapp
will close Thursday.
The WSU exhibit has
about 25 works, inlcuding
still-lifes, interiors, portraits
and landscapes.
The exhibit will be open
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. today
and Thursday in the Paul
Watkins Gallery.
For more information,
call 457-5395.
Crew members needed
for new film project
Crew members are
needed for the Theatre du
Mississippi's new film project, • "Eldon Miller's
Ghost."
It is directed by. Maggy
Jacqmin. For more
information, call (608)
687-3603

Arts and Variety briefs
are included when space
permits. The Winonan
accepts all briefs submitted by Friday noon. If
they do not appear in Et
cetera, they will be printed in the news section.

Jim SewastynowicilWiNoNAN

)espite the often dirty snow in the streets and on sidewalks, beauty can be found in
oature at eye level by taking a close look at this branch of a pine tree.

'

Paperback fiction
***1) "bittersweet.ga n by Sand
at Who Saw Stars" by LilianJACk611
R loe
3, ) '‘Ceiebration'' by > . crn Michaes
2
4.) "Cloud Nine" by: Luanne
5,) The Courtship" by Catherine Coulter-

.)

"The

ra

E3rownm""'

C

Paperback nonfiction
"Angela's Ashes: A Memoir" Frank ivicCourt
2.) "blind Marrs bluff: The Untold Story aF American Submarine
Espionage" by Sherry Sontag et al,
A Child Called 'it': One Child's Courage to Survive"
Oavid J. relzer,
Pave Peltzer
, `The Gifts of the Jews: How a Tribe of Desert Nomads <Chal ged the Way Everyone
Thinks and Feels" byThomas Cahill
5.) "Girl, Interrupted" by Susanna Kayseri
-

lease note I will use "Scream
Mask" and the non-gender specific pronoun "it" to refer to the
killer(s).
Directed by Wes Craven and written by Ehren Kruger (not Kevin
Movie
Williamson!), "Scream 3" has a runreviewer
ning time of 115 minutes and is rated
R for language and violence (duh). It
also opened on a record number
(3,467) of screens.
I know my opinion doesn't matter in this case (though it's always right)
because you'll just see "Scream 3" anyway. But regardless, "Scream 3" is
NOT good. What began as a refreshingly new, satirical horror series that was
actually scary has now become something truly worthy of Mystery Science
Theater 3000.
Like all of you, I've seen the first two installments of the Scream trilogy. I
loved the first one and hated the second. And disappointingly, "Scream 3" is
probably the worst of the three (It's close with "Scream 2"). The only thing
good about "Scream 3" is that seeing a horror movie in a crowded theater on
its opening weekend is always fun.
The opening sequence is terrible. All I'll say is the woman needs to learn
how to shower properly and it has scenes ripped from "Psycho" and "The
Shining."
The plot begins with actors of "Stab 3" (fictional horror movies based on
the original "Scream") getting murdered. The movie works this tired life-imitating-art formula. The actors are even getting killed in the order they do in the
"Stab" script (uh-oh, which version?!).
We find Dewey (David Arquette) working as a creative consultant for
"Stab 3," and Gale Weathers (Courtney Cox Arquette) assigned to help investigate these all-too-interesting murders. (Yes, Dewey and Gale are the main
focus of this movie. No, it is not a good thing.) Eventually, we find Sidney
Prescott (Neve Campbell) living in seclusion, having ran away from her real
life. She, of course, is the real target of the Scream Mask. Note: Like traditional horror movies, we don't care about any of this stuff.
People die, the Scream Mask finds Sidney, Dewey and Gale fall in love,
the Scream Mask reveals its pitifully weak and stupid motive, there's a final
confrontation and then pathetic symbolism.
The rules for movie trilogies are painfully forced into the story (this is a
Scream movie after all), and we learn that, "all bets are off." All I need to say
is the movie really should have heeded its own advice.
The real rules of "Scream 3":
1.ALL traditional horror rules apply.
2. All characters must be stupid.
3. If you ask where the Scream Mask is, it is right behind you.
4. If you answer your cell phone, you're in trouble.
There is no suspense, it's not scary (it's actually more annoyingly humorous) and there aren't any big surprises (it's near predictable).
My biggest complaint is that "Scream 3" is so unoriginal. What a disappointment considering the original "Scream:' was so good and fresh. Anyway,
have fun at the movie ... just don't expect a good movie.
Hint: There will be more Scream movies. This is Hollywood, where
sequels are as inevitable as bad fashion.
Jonathan Doc Pliondra is the movie critic for the Winonan. lie can be
reached via e-mail at titusnbelmont@hotmail.com .
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What was
I saying?

feel uncomfortable in school.' Especially if
you closed the bars the night before ...
'I have trouble getting started on homework andforget to bring in my homework.'
Especially if you closed the bars the night
before ...
'I get in trouble for talking or giggling in
class.'
h sh*t. According to this checklist
in the Feb. 4 Rochester Post'It's hard to concentrate on what I'm
Bulletin, I must have ADD.
reading for more than a couple minutes.'
The world of Oz
But you've made it this far!
Fourteen years ago those letters
would've meant I played Advanced
'Even when I know the material, I can't
Dungeons & Dragons. But now they stand for Attention remember it when I'm taking a test.'
Deficit Disorder.
'I get a lot of stomachaches or headaches.' Especially if
you
closed the bars the night before ...
Just look at some of these signs. See how many you can
For
more information, you can call the Rochester Chapter
match up with. By the way, if you don't get to the end of the
of CHADD (Children & Adults With Attention Deficit
list, but decide to just flip on over to the sports page, that
proves you've got it.
Disorder) at (507) 280-6937. By the way, whoever came up
'I spend a lot of time looking for lost things.' In the last two with that acronym must have a serious case of it. I get
months, on this very campus, I have lost a coffee Thermos, one CAWADD out of that.
Truth of the matter is, I think most of us are pegged by some
glove and two tweed caps. I regularly get overdue notices from
of these signs. Our whole generation must have ADD to some
libraries for books I forgot I checked out.
`I'm often late for school or other activities.' This column extent. I wonder if it has anything to do with being raised on
is late.
television, where life is broken up into tidy 10-minute seg'I could play video games by myself for hours. 'Why do you ments with convenient commercial breaks, and where complithink this column's late? If the name Banjo Kazooie means cations are resolved within half an hour.
My wife and I attended a church in Phoenix that had a break
nothing to you, then you must'have a Playstation.
'I get annoyed when someone is making noise near me.' between worship and the sermon. You could go get coffee,
even buy pop and candy at a snack bar. I miss that church.
Depends on what the noise is.
Imagine if your classes had short breaks. The professor
'I often say I'll do something "in a minute," but my parents
say I never do it.' If the "something" is taking out the trash, talks for 15 minutes and then says, "Okay, I can see I'm losin'
some of you, you're starting to drift. Take a breather and be
substitute "wife" for "parents" and you got me again!
back in two and two."
So I can check at least four or five of the twelve.
Speaking of which, it's now time for a word from a new
The other seven are:
`When most have finished a class assignment, I'm still sponsor ...
This Valentine's Day give your sweetheart a piece of
working on it.'
'My thoughts wander when I'm trying to listen in class. I your heart — literally!

o
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Through a quick, painless new medical procedure using
laser technology, we can now remove a small, non-vital
chunk of your heart organ.
We then freeze-dry, shellac and gift-wrap it in a heartshaped box, nestled in a bed of delicious gourmet chocolates.
So this Valentine's Day you'll be able to tell her, "You
hold my heart in your hands," and really mean it!
And now back to our regularly scheduled column ...
What was I saying? Oh yeah — ADD. I played Dungeons
& Dragons back in junior high. I was a Dungeon Master par
excellence. I don't have time for role-playing games anymore,
but if I did, my preference now is GURPS (Generic Universal
Role Playing System). I love their character generation rules
— I use them to write this column (just kidding).
Join us here next week, when your host says: "Oh yeah, I've
gotta write a column for this week! Is it spring break yet?"

Preview: Dancescape 2000

w

arning: This column was
not well researched and
may be inflammatory to
those who like pop music. These
are strictly my own views and have
nothing to do with the fact that I
fancy myself as a journalist and get
paid to tell you what kind of music
I like. The fact of the matter is I
have a forum and you don't. Deal
with it.
There is an alarming trend in the
music industry these days. For
some reason the music topping the
charts sucks. Music and musicians
who grace the Billboard charts,
receive radio play on "pop stations"
(with the exception of classic, country, oldies, classic rock, talk radio
and some R&B stations, most radio
stations are "pop") and get MTV
airplay are considered "pop" or
popular.
Right now this is music like
N'Sync (that is a really lame play
on words), the Backstreet Boys,
Christina Aguilariaria (or however
you spell it), Mandy "Candy"
Moore, Britney Spears and other
crappy pop "singers." Then you
have your hip-hop/metal fusion
bands such as Limp Bizkit, Korn
and Kid Rock. Rounding out the
rest of the top spots you have bad
hip-hop such as Puff Daddy, Will
Smith (Willenium? Give me a
@#!%* break!), DMX and
Juvenile.
DMX is supposed to be a huge
crossover artist because he makes
hits while retaining his "street
cred." Problem is - the guy is just
not good. I'm a huge rap fan, as
avid readers of this column (if there
are any) already know, but I don't
get DMX. I can't understand a word
he says, and his beats are played.
This Juvenile character is another one. He can't even rhyme. In his
song "Back That Thang Up," he
ends everything with "ya." Just
because it sounds the same doesn't
mean it rhymes. Now 1 know rappers, like all poets, don't have to
rhyme all the time, but it seriously
affects his flow.
I don't even have the space in
this column to thoroughly explore
the lameness of Puffy and Will, but
the thing that really makes them
suck is their complete lack of originality. They have made millions of
dollars stealing other people's
music, and they talk about really
dumb stuff.
Next week I will continue this by
getting into the "pop" and boy
bands. For you fans of the "artists"
— and I use the term loosely — that
I slammed today, save your hate
mail for next week because I have
only gotten started.
Mark Liedel is the music reviewer for the Winonan and can be
reached via e-mail at
Wakko333@hotmail. corn.
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My Own Non Virtual Space
-

Ambiguous computing
t's

the second week of February
of the Year 2000 (its popularity
T seems to demand proper-notes.;
status), and so far all is well. Since
it's unlikely we'll be plunged into
darkness and chaos, things will continue as usual: just the chaos part.
This year so far has been lacking
in major technological break
throughs. No amazing new hardware has stolen the show in the last
few months and none promises to
do so in the near future. 1 believe
this year is going to be made not of
earth-shattering gadgets but refinement of existing ones. I think tfi-,
industry is taking a breather for a
moment to let things catch up to this
new century.
PDAs — Personal Digital
Assistants — are on the verge of
becoming a household item. Whip
cell phones will continue to have
common features, I don't see them
blending. A product like the
Handspring Visor looks promising,
since it allows cards such as
modems, extra memory, etc., to be
added as needed.
Family members will synchronize their schedules wirelessly into
their home network from their
PDAs, making sure little Timmy
has a ride after his club meetings.
This information could also be sent
to the parent's laptop.
Oddly enough, as PDAs and
phones get smaller, laptops seem to
be getting bigger. Two new laptops
reviewed by PC Magazine
(www.pcmag.com ), weigh 7 to
almost 9 pounds — not easy to hilt';
up to Garvin Heights with. Over the
next year it's likely laptops will
continue to add features and weight,
while evolved PDAs begin sneaking into more pockets and backpacks.

Lisa M. Sanders/WiNoNAN

Top: Dancers perfom the
piece "Flying" coregraphed by Winona State
senior student Kelly Heis.
Left: Genevieve DraskociJohnson choreographed
the piece "Bus Ride,"
seen here.
Dancescape 2000 will
open Thursday and run
through Saturday.
Evening performances
will begin at 7:30 p.m. on
the WSU Performing Arts
Center Main Stage. A matinee performance will be at
2 p.m. Saturday.

Looking back: the week in review
Entertainment highlights during
the week of Feb. 6-12:
Sixty-five years ago: "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," starring Leslie
Howard and Merle Oberon, opened
at New York's Radio City Music
Hall.
Sixty years ago: Walt Disney's
"Pinocchio" premiered at a theater
in New York City. The song "When
You Wish Upon a Star" won an
Oscar.
Fifty years ago: "Francis (The
Talking Mule)," the first in a series
of films starring Donald O'Connor,
premiered in New Orleans.
ago:
years
Twenty-five
"Shampoo," starring Warren Beatty,

Julie Christie, Lee Grant and Goldie
Hawn, premiered at a theater in
New York.
Twenty years ago: Pink Floyd
premiered its live version of "The
Wall" in the United States at the
Sports Coliseum in Los Angeles.
The first half of the show featured
the building of a 30-foot-high wall
across the stage. The wall was then
demolished after intermission.
Fifteen years ago: Prince won
Best International Solo Artist at the
fourth annual BRIT awards in
London. "Witness," starring
Harrison Ford, Kelly McGillis and
Lukas Haas, opened in theaters
nationwide.
Five years ago: Fleetwood
Mac's "Rumours" reached 17 mil-

orr,,H•ia
. .

lion in sales, becoming the second
best-selling album of all time in the
United States. The No. 1 spot was
held by Michael Jackson's 1982
album "Thriller," which had sold
24 million copies. "Rumours" was
released in 1977.
One year ago: Goldie Hawn
joyfully performed a psychedelic
go-go dance from her "Laugh-In"
days as she accepted Harvard
University's Hasty Pudding Woman
of the Year award. Hawn easily
slipped into the go-go dance that
made her famous in the late 1960s
on "Rowan & Martin's Laugh-1n."
Hawn told the crowd: "Don't
ever lose this joy for life and this
humor that lives inside of you. That
smile sometimes lies dormant, but it

never goes away."
Spoken 15 years ago: "When I
met Harrison Ford, I thought,
"Where's the whip?"' — Kelly
McGillis, referring to Ford's character in his popular "Indiana Jones"
movies. Ford and McGillis starred
together in the film "Witness."
Spoken five years ago: "My
general fascination with the bizarre
can definitely be traced to this
movie." — Grateful Dead guitartist
Jerry Garcia, referring to "Abbott
and Costello Meet Frankenstein."
Spoken one year ago: "Failure
doesn't kill you; it increases your
desire to make something happen."— Actor-director Kevin
Costner.

As for desktops, aside from
minor speed bumps, I see compul,-7ing becoming much more customized as companies expand their
product line to cover a wider range
of customers. Gateway has five different lines and Compaq has 10.
Look for simple, Web-dominated
machines to populate the shelves.
As prices drop, families are starting
to buy a school machine, a business
machine and perhaps a Web-only
device. This will call for better connections internally and externally.:
If you've been around town art,looked at something besides the
snow, you've probably seen HBC or
Bresnan ads for cable modems.
These use your television cable to
access the Internet. I bet more people will embrace this, many of
whom have never used a standard
modem. Broadband — such as
cable — will allow families to have
multiple computers online at once.
As people recover from the Y2K
farce, I mean scare, over the next
few years, I see technology gainine,'
more acceptance in the general
masses. I don't know who said it,
but one phrase I instantly liked was
"ambiguous computing." This
means we will be using computing
power — often lots of it — withopt
realizing it, or needing to.
American Express now offers a
card with your account embedded
in an on-board microchip for online purchases. But imagine your
Econo Foods card on crack.
Imagine instead of just saving
$0.20 when you buy milk, a screen
at the register pops up suggesting a
cereal you've bought in the past
discounted if you buy it now — and
informing you it will be delivered to
the address encoded on the card.
Got a computer question?
Michael Canavino is the technology
columnist for the Winonan. He din
be reached, via e-mail at winonantech@yahoo.coin.
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WSU suffers first NSIC losses
'Conference rivals atone for earlier defeats,
manage to make the N SIC a three-team race
, MARSHALL, Minn./WAYNE, Neb. —
, There must be something about the I 1 th and
1,12th games of the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
. Conference schedule that the Winona State
University men's basketball team can't figure
-.out.
After rolling through the first 10 games of
the 1998-1999 NSIC season, the Warriors lost
..their final two games of the conference season
by a combined total of 42 points.
"- Those losses also cost WSU a post-season
'berth in the NCAA Division II Tournament.

So please excuse Warriors coach Mike Leaf
and his team if they are feeling like they have
experienced déjà vu this season.
Again the Warriors won their first 10 games
of the NSIC season before heading into the
11th and 12th games of conference slate Friday
and Saturday.
And like last season the Warriors were again
defeated, this time by a combined 38 points.
Southwest State defeated WSU 101-94
Friday, while Wayne State College dropped the
Warriors 96-67 Saturday.

However, unlike last season, in which losing the 11th and 12th games cost WSU a postseason berth, the Warriors remain in first-place
in the NSIC with six conference games
remaining.

SSU reaches the century mark

It has been a long time since a WSU opponent has scored more than 100 points in a regulation game against the Warriors, but the
Mustangs managed the feat Friday.
SSU used an up-tempo offense to push the
score into triple figures.
Super-sub Jacob Fahl paced the Mustangs
scoring a game-high 30 points, coming on 8 of
See Losses, Page 8

'Globetrotters put on a show
Jackson, Globetrotters display
skills and humor for a capacity crowd
Tony Furman and Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

m

Jenny Butler/WrNoNAN

The Globetrotters Michael (Wild Thing) Wilson leaps past a
member of the New York Nationals during the two teams'
game Feb. 2 at McCown Gymnasium. Wilson, in his fourth
season with the Globetrotters, holds the world record for the
vertical slam dunk at 11-feet, 11-inches.

att (Showbiz) Jackson is known as the "Clown Prince" of
basketball for a reason, and the 2,000 plus fans in attendance for the Harlem Globetrotters performance at
McCown Gymnasium Feb. 2 found out why.
Jackson, in his 13th season with the Globetrotters, pulled out all the
stops during the Globetrotters performance to make sure the crowd got
involved and had a good time.
With a microphone securely attached to his uniform Jackson could be
heard throughout the gymnasium as he heckled the referees, the opposing team, the crowd and even the Globetrotters' own public address
announcer.
Jackson's other antics included numerous trips into the crowd to
bring children onto the basketball court and even to steal an unsuspecting fans purse.
But the highlight of Jackson's performance was his numerous
attempts at making a behind-the-back half-court basket.
"(That was my favorite part) when Jackson hit the half-court shot,"
said 12-year-old Lucas Smith.
Jackson took his outing in stride.
"Every night it makes it challenging for me to get the crowd
involved," said Jackson. "Each night is different and not everything goes
as planned."
For example Jackson attempted the half-court shot over 10 times,
finding success only once.
"I wanted (the half-court shot) to go in the first time," he said. "But
I make sure I always get it."
In addition to Jackson there were many other players who made the
Globetrotters' performance fun to watch.
Curley (Boo) Jackson, known as one of the world's best dribblers, put
on a amazing display of ball-handling.
Michael (Wild Thing) Wilson also thrilled the crowd. Wilson, who is
in the Guinness Book of World Records for the highest vertical leap at
11-feet-11-inches, used his uncanny leaping ability to bring the crowd to
its feet.
Springing above the rim from seemingly everywhere on the court,
Wilson displayed a wide array of slam-dunks.
"I thought (the Globetrotters) were great," said Winona resident Jon
Mahoney. "This is something I have always wanted to see, and I just
thought the show was spectacular."
All the Globetrotters showmanship helped distract the crowd from
the scoreboard, which showed a 50-point Globetrotters win, 82-32, over
the New York Nationals.
But the lop-sided score was the last thing on most of the fans' minds,
most of them attending the game for glimpse of the basketball skills
known world wide. •
"I've always wanted to see them since I was a kid and this was a perfect opportunity," said WSU freshman Andrew Decrans. "I thought it
was exciting and definitely worth going to."
The Globetrotters are currently on their 2000 "Positively Magical"
Tour, which runs through April. Then in the summer they plan to hold
See Globetrotters, Page 8

`Warriors gymnasts place second at Greshon
LA CROSSE, Wis. — Paced by
:ithe performances of juniors Megan
,,Bondeson and Marnie Brys, the
i.Winona State University women's
: . .gymnastics team placed second at
. ,/the five-team Gershon Invitational
,held at the University of Wisconsin„,La Crosse Saturday.
Bondeson placed third in the allaround competition with a total
I score of 35.675, while Brys followed with a fourth-place finish
; ,(34.350) in the all-around.

Bondeson managed her total
with scores of 9.05 on the vault, 9.0
in the floor exercise, 8.875 on the
beam and 8.75 on the bars.
Brys finished with scores of
9.175 in the floor exercise, 8.875 on
the vault, 8.25 on the bars and 8.05
on the beam.
As a team the Warriors finished
with a score of 174.950, which was
nine-tenths of a point behind
Invitational winner UW-L
(175.850).

Hamline place third with a team
score of 173.900, while UW-River
Falls was fourth (164.625) and UWStout was fifth (161.925).
Senior All-American Kassy
Kroening also performed well for
WSU, finishing with a second place
(9.525) finish in the floor exercise,
along with scores of 9.175 on the
vault and 8.75 on the beam.
Other
Warriors
highlights
included sophomores Catherine
Roddel, Mary Turba and Mandi

Beffert and freshman Sara Troika.
Roddel finished ninth in the
vault with a score of 9.075, while
Turba turned in a 9.025 score on the
beam.
Beffert contributed an 8.5 score
on the bars, while Turba added a
score of 8.125. Troika added a 9.1
score in the floor exercise.
The Warriors are back in action
Saturday at the All-Minnesota
Invitational, that will be held at the
Sports Pavilion in Minneapolis.

Quotes of tho Watk
"He's one of the best. They put him
in a situation to make plays, and
that's what he did.”
Dolphins' cornerback Sam Madison
on Pro Bowl MVP Randy Moss.

"As long as he comes to work and gets
the job done, I'm thrilled to death. (But)
obviously, there's limits to anything."
— Maverick's owner-to-be Mark
Cuban on Dennis Rodman.

WINONAN FILE PHOTO

Winona State University guard Jeanelle Soland looks to pass the
ball to a teammate as Bemidji State's Erin Walker (34) applies
some defense in a Jan. 14 game in McCown Gymnasium.

Three-point woes
haunt WSU women
MARSHALL, Minn./WAYNE,
Neb. - There is a famous basketball
adage that if you live by the three-point
basket, you will also die by the threepoint basket.
Friday and Saturday the Winona
State University women's basketball
team mimiced that adage
While its opponents lived by the
three-pointer, the Winona State
University women's basketball team
died by the three-pointer in Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference losses to
Southwest State University and Wayne
State College.
The Mustangs made nine threepointers against the Warriors en route to
a 99-84 victory Friday and the Wildcats
made 13 of 25 long range shots as they
defeated WSU 77-69 Saturday.
Over the pair of games the Warriors
were a combined 0 of 15 from behind
the three-point arc, while their opponents were 22 of 43.

Mustangs down Warriors
SSU's nine three-pointers established a new Mustang's school record.
"Southwest was just phenomenal,"
said WSU coach Terri Sheridan. "We
didn't play poorly. (Southwest and
Wayne) needed to shoot well to beat
us."
All five SSU starters managed to
score at least 10 points, led by Erin
Frye's 26. Andrea Schreier added 24
points on 4 of 4 shooting from the threepoint line and eight rebounds.
"(Schreier) plays the post position,
and when she stepped outside we didn't
have an answer for her," said Sheridan.
Amy Boman tossed in 14 points,
Dani Coleman scored 12 and Jessie
Pelzel added 10 for SSU.
Coleman also dished out 11 assists
and grabbed five rebounds.
For the game Southwest State held a
huge advantage in rebounds as it outrebounded WSU 44-26. In addition, the
five SSU starters out-rebounded the
entire Warrior team 31-26.
Nicole Reisner paced the Warriors
with a game-high 27 points coming on
9 of 11 shooting from the field and 9 of
10 shooting from the free-throw line.
Amanda Brown added 19 points,
three blocks and three steals for WSU,
while Lesley Miller chipped in 17
points and eight rebounds.

Wayne too much for WSU
On Saturday against Wayne State,
the Warriors were only down two
points, 30-28, at halftime, but the
Wildcats controlled play in the second
half, outscoring WSU 47-41 en route
to the victory..
Sara Miller led the Wildcats (10-3
NSIC, 14-7 overall) with a game-high
29 points, coming on 6 of 11 shooting
from behind the three-point arc.
Krista Bemadt added 20 points, on
4 of 8 three-point attempts for WSC,
and Ami Pendry had 10 on 2 of 4
from behind the three-point arc.
As a team Wayne was 13 of 25
from the 3-point line, compared to
WSU's 0 of 5 outing.
Pendry also contributed six assists
and six steals for the Wildcats, while
Bemadt contributed six assists and
three steals.
Reisner again led the Warriors in
scoring with 16 points. Jeanelle
Soland, Raegan Isham and Jessica
Bittner each tallied nine points. .
Isham and Bittner each also managed to pull down a team-high eight
rebounds.
"Reisner had good stats across the
board this weekend," said Sheridan
"Her defensive quickness is used for
creating steals which led to baskets.
"Bittner's been doing some good
things for us," added Sheridan. "It's
nice to see her step up."
The goal for the rest of the season
is set for the Warriors (7-5 , 12-8).
"We need to win the rest of (our
games)," said Sheridan. "The good
news is that we have four of the last
six games at home. We don't want to
play on the road for the first round
playoff game. We need to shoot better. Give credit to both (Southwest
and Wayne); they both played well at
home. I thought it would be the
toughest road trip of the season and' if
we wouldn't have had to play them
back-to-back, it might have been a
different story."
The Warriors return to the friendly
confines of McCown Gymnasium
Friday and Saturday as WSU hosts
Moorhead State at 5:30 p.m. Friday
and the University of MinnesotaCrookston at 5:30 p.m. Saturday.

Winona Scoreboard
Men's basketball
Southwest State 101,
Winona State 94

Women's basketball
Southwest State 99,
Winona State 84

Wayne State 96,
Winona State 67

Wayne State 77,
Winona State 69

Track and field
WSU 8th

Gymnastics
Saturday — WSU 2nd
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Losses
Continued from Page 7
14 shooting from the field and a perfect 11-for-11
from the free-throw line.
Scott Koenen added 20 points, seven rebounds,
three assists and three blocks, while brother Chad
Koenen contributed 17 points and four rebounds
before fouling out.
Chad Koenen managed his points on a perfect 8
of 8 shooting night from the field as well as an
unblemished 1-for-1 from the free-throw line.
As a team the Mustangs shot a scorching 65 percent (35 of 54) from the field.
Winona State was 27 of 56 from the field (48 percent).
Sophomore point guard Jamie Carrier led the way
for the Warriors with a collegiate career-high 23
points, coming on 8 of 12 shooting. Carrier also hit
5 of 9 three-point attempts, while dishing out four
assists, grabbing two steals and managing a
rebound.
Justin Treptow added 19 points for WSU, while
Lance Meincke scored 17 points and hauled down a
team-high six rebounds.
Both Brian Puts and Kyle Schlaak also managed
to reach double figures for WSU, as Puls tossed in
12 points in 18 minutes of action, while Schlaak netted 11 points.
In the two teams' first meeting this season at
McCown Gymnasium Jan. 3, the Warriors held SSU
to only 58 points in a 30-point WSU blowout win.
Friday the Mustangs managed to score 59 points
in the first half.

Wayne State routs the Warriors
WINONAN FILE PHOTO

Winona State University sophomore guard Jamie Carrier (with ball) looks for a teammate to
pass to while bringing the ball up the court against Concordia-St. Paul Jan. 25 at McCown
Gymnasium. Carrier scored a carrer-high 23 points for the Warriors on Saturday.

NSIC men's basketball standings
Conference
VV
L
10
2
10
3
9
3
9
4
7
6
6
6
5
8
3
9
3
10
1
12

Winona State
Wayne State
UM-Duluth
Southwest State
Northern S'tate
Bemidji State
Moorhead State
Concordia-St, Paul
UM-Crookston
UM-Morris

WSU finishes eighth
at UW-Stevens Point

NSIC women's basketball standings

Overall
W
L
13
7
16
5
12
11
14
7
10
11
8
12
7
14
8
16
4
16
3

Like the Mustangs, Winona State defeated Wayne
State earlier in the NSIC season Jan. 2 at McCown
Gymnasium.
But unlike SSU the Wildcats had built a 20-point
second half advantage on the Warriors, before

U_\1-Duluth
Northern State
Wayne State
Southwest State
Winona State
Bemidji State
Moorhead State
Concordia-St. Paul
UM Morris
UM-Crookston
-

18

Conference
W
L
12
0
10
3
10
3
10
3
7
5
5
7
5
8
2
10
1
12
1
12

Overall
W
L
17
3
20
4
14
7
14
7
12
8
7
13
6
15
3
17
3
18
1
21

•This week's conference games:
Friday
Moorhead State at Winona State
UM-Duluth at UM-Morris
UM-Crookston at Concordia-St. Paul
Bemidji State at Northern State

This week's conference games:
Friday
Moorhead State at Winona State
UM-Duluth ate UM-Morris
UM-Crookston at Concordia-St. Paul
Bemidji State at Northern State

Saturday

Saturday
UM-Crookston at Winona State
Bemidji State at UM-Morris
Moorhead State at Concordia-St. Paul
UM-Duluth at Northern State
Wayne State at Southwest State

UM-Crookston at Winona State

Bemidji State at WO-Morris
iNiOorhead State at Concordia-St. Paul
UM-Duluth at Northern State
Wayne State at Southwest State

watching it melt away as WSU battled back for a 7069 win.
If WSC, the No. 9 ranked team in the most current (Feb. 2) NCAA Division II North Central
Regional Poll, was looking for revenge on Saturday
it didn't waste anytime getting it.
Led by senior Jon Dolliver, who scored seven of
his 17 points in the first five minutes of the first
half, the Wildcats (10-3 NSIC, 16-5 overall) built a
12-0 lead and never looked back.
By halftime WSC had built a 14-point lead before
adding to the lead in the second half.
Brad Jones added 16 points for the Wildcats,
while Kevin Lingenfelter and Matt Van Voorst netted 11 points each. Eric Henderson contributed 14
rebounds and nine points.
As a team WSC held a hefty 45-21 rebound
advantage over the Warriors (10-2, 13-7).
Treptow and Meincke were the only WSU players
to reach double figures as Treptow tallied 12 points,
while Meincke tossed in 10.
Treptow also managed a team-high six rebounds.
Reserve guard Reggie 011endieck came off the
WSU bench to score nine points on 4 of 5 shooting,
while Jason Linzmeier and Schlaak both managed tcl .
contribute eight points.
Coming into the game the Warriors had been
ranked No. 8 in the Feb. 2 NCAA Division II North
Central Regional poll.
After suffering their first losses of the conference
season, the Warriors are back in NSIC action Friday
and Saturday. WSU will look to add cushion to its
slim half-game advantage in the conference standings when it hosts Moorhead State 7:30 p.m Friday
and the University of Minnesota-Crookston 7:30
p.m. Saturday at McCown Gymnasuim.

STEVENS POINT, Wis. Paced by the performance of its
4x200 meter relay team of Amy
Kuenstler, Becky Kjeldsen, Kelly
Stewart and Jamie Miller, the
Winona State University women's
track and field team placed eighth at
the 14-team University of
Wisconsin-Stevens
Point
Eastbay/Pointer
Invitational
Saturday.
The 200-relay team managed to
establish a new WSU record in the
event with a time of 1 minute, 52
seconds, which was good for a fifthplace finish.
The University of MinnesotaDuluth claimed first-place honors
with a team total of 153, while
Carthage College was second with
127 and UW-Stevens Point was
third (95).
Miller, a freshman, also added
the Warriors' top individual finish,

as she was second in the 55-meter
dash with a time of 7.71 seconds.
Andrea Schulte was fourth
(7.86) in the 55-meter dash, while
Kuenstler placed eighth (7.95).
Kuenstler added a sixth-placo.
finish in the 200-meter dash with a
time of 28.38, while Miller was
ninth (28.61).
Other top performers for
Winona State included Jill
Guenther who placed sixth in the
3000-meter run with a time of
11:46.95; and Julie Cousins, who
was right behind Guenther with a
new personal best time of
11:32.30.
Nora Prom added a throw of 37
feet 5 and three-quarter inches in
the shot put for a seventh-place'
finish.
The Warriors are back in action
Saturday as they travel to the
University of Wisconsin-Stout.

Globetrotters
Continued from, Page 7

Box scores from Friday, Saturday
WOMEN
-.Mustangs 99, Warriors 84
'WINONA STATE (84)

MEN

MEN

Mustangs

Wildcats 96, Warriors 67

101, Warriors 94

WINONA STATE (94)

WINONA STATE (67)

Schlaak 4-8 2-2 11, Treptow 59 7-10 19, Leech 1-1,0-0 2,
Carder 8-12 2-2 23, Meincke 4
12 8-10 17, Carty 0-1 0-2 0,
011endieck 1-3 0-0 2, Puls 3-7
3-4 12, Wassermann 0-0 0-0 0,
Linzmeier 1-3 6-7 8. Totals 2756 28-37 94,

Schlaak 3»7'2
-

SOUTHWEST STATE (101)
S. Koenen 7-10 6-7 20,
Preusse 0-1 2-2 2, C, Koenen
8-8 1-1 17, Bigler 3-4 0-0 9,
Tesch 4-8 0-0 11, Pahl 8-14 1111 30, Wiersma 3-5 0-0 7, N.
Johnson 0-0 0•2 0, Voight 1-2
0-0 2, C. Johnson 0-0 3.
Rescgly 0-0 0-0 0, Totals 35-54
20-23 101.
Halftime-Southwest State 59,
Winona State 41. Three-point
goals Winona State 12-30
(Schlaak 0-1, Treptow 2-3,
Carrier 5-9, Meincke 1-8, Carty
0-1, 011endieck 0-1, Puts 3-6,
Linzmeier 0-1), Southwest
State 11-21 (S, Koenen 0-1,
Bigler 3-4, Teach 3-6, Pahl 3-5,
Wiersma 1-3, C Johnson 1-2).
Rebounds--Winona State 25
(Meincke 6) Southwest State
30 (S. Koenen 7). Assists-Winona State 14 (Carrier,
Treptow 4), Southwest State
23 (Bigler 10). Steals-Winona
State 9 (Sohlaak,3),. Southwest
State 10 (Bigler, Teach 3).
Turnovers-Winona State 16,
Southwest State 19. Total
fouls-Winona State 18,
Southwest State 26. Fouled
out C. Koenen. Technical
fouls--SSU bench.

8, Tieptovii 5-8 2-

Solan:r.l) ? 10 0-2 4, Miller 6-9 5-

0-o 0, Carrier

6 17;;;:faitiWri 6-10 7-7 19,
StrattOn 2-5 0- 4. Reisner 9-11
9-10 27, Ishrnan 0-1 0-0 0,
Bit1ner 1-3 2-2 4, Mills 1-6 0-0
2, Thompson 0-0 0-0 0,
Raether 2-3 1-4 5, Darveaux 11 0-0 2, Piller 0-0 0-0 0,
Granquist 0-0 0-0 0, Eichman
0-0 0-0 0, Totals 30-59 24-32
84.

1-3

3-5 6, MeinCk6:4-10 0-0 10,

Karamovio 1-1 1-2 3, Carty 2-4 00 4, 011endieck 4-5 0-0 9, Nelt 00 0-0 0, Vogelsan9 0-1 0-0 0,
Put € 2t3 4, .0/0,4$.errriann 0-0
Ozmeier4Z., 3 8,
0-0 3. Vitals 25-52
VVA`i,"1,1 a- STATE (96)

Dolliver 6-10 4-4 17, Henderson
Voorst 5-7 1-1 11,
2-6 5-7 9,
Manley 1-2 4.4 6„ Jones 5-15 2-2
Sanny 0-0 0.0 0, Williams 3-5 :•
2-2 9, Schoenherr 0-0 0-0 0,
Lingenfelter 3-8 2-411, Mulder 36 0-0 7. Hansen 1-1 2-2 4,
Herlitzke. 2-2 2-4 6. Totals 31-62
24-30 96,
Halftime----Wayne State 47,
Winona State 33. Three-point
- ls--Winona State 5-12
.,,go a
•:• •(Schiaak 0-1, Carrier 1-2,
Meincke 2-5, Carty 0-1,
011endieck 1-2, Ferden 1-1),
Wayne State 10-21 (Dolliver 1-2,
Jones 4-9, Williams 1-2,
-:. .Lingenfelter 3-5, Mulder 1-3).
'Rebounds---Winona State 21
(Treptow 6), Wayne State 45
(Henderson 14). Assists--Winona
State 14 (Carrier 5), Wayne State
19 (Manley 4) Steals•:Winona
State 9 (Treptow, Carrier 2).
Wayne,State 5 (Henderson,
Schoenherr, Lingenfelter, Mulder,
Williams). Turnovers-Winona
State 17, Wayne State 17. Total
foul's-Winona State 25, Wayne
State 20. Fouled out---none.
Technical fouls-- Carty.

-

SOUTHWEST STATE (99)
Frye 9-16 3-4 26, Schreier 8-15

4-4 24, Boman 5-8 4-4 14,
Pelzel 5-7 0-0 10, Coleman 3-6
6-7 12, Bullock 0-1 0-0 0, Spray
0-0 0-0 0, Schoeneck 0-1 0-0 0,
Brown 0-0 0-0 0, Zellmer 3-8 12 7, Gora 1-2 0-0 2, Ho.nerman
2-5 0-0 4 Totals 36-69 18-21
Halftime-Southwest Stale 51,
Winona State 41. Three-poinl
goals-Winona State 0-10
(Soland 0-4, Stratton 0-3,
Reisner 0-1, Mills 0-2),
Southwest State 9-18 (Frye 59, Schreier 4-4, Coleman 0-2,
Schoeneck 0-1, Zellmer 0-2).
Rebounds---Winona State 26
(Miller 8), Southwest State 4-4
(Schreier 8), Assists---Winona
State 18 (Solancl, Miller,
Stratton, Reisner 3), Southwest
State 28 (Coleman 11).
Steals---Winona State 9 (Brown
3), Southwest State 3 (Pelzel,
Coleman, Zellrner). Turnovers-Winona State 10, Southwest
State 17. Total fouls---Winona
State 18, Southwest State 25.
Fouled out----Miller
.

youth camps throughout the country
for kids between the ages of six to
16.
Also
this
summer
the
Globetrotters will be preparing to
play more competitive basketball
games against NCAA Division I
teams, some NBA teams and possibly the NBA Olympic "Dream
Team."
"That is something we were
famous for years ago," said
Jackson. "We beat the NCAA
College All-Stars all three times we
played them this past summer, and
we would like to play some NBA
teams and the 'Dream Team. Although the Olympic "Dream
Team" is made up of such NBA
superstars as the Detroit Pistons'
Grant Hill, the Milwaukee Bucks'

WOMEN
Wildcats 77, Warriors 69
'WINONA STATE (69)
Soland 3 6 3-4 9, L. Miller
3-6 0-0 6, Brown 4-7 0 0 8,
Stratton 1-4 2-2 4, Aeisner
6-17 4-6 16, Isharn 2-3 5-6
9, Battler 3 7 3-5 9, Mills 36 2-2 8, Raether 0-0 0-Q 0,
Darveaux 0 0 0 0 0 Totals
-

-

-

-

-

25-56 19-25 69.
VVAYNE STATE (77)

BerbacIt 6-14 4-4 20,
Hochstetn 1 3 0-0 2, Strait
1-3 0-1 2, S. Miller 7-15 9-

10 29, Pendry 4-10 0 2 10,
Williamson 2 4 1 2 6, Radke
1-2 0-0 2, Haag 0-0 0-0 0,
Sperling 1-3 4-6 6. Totals
23-54 18-25 77.
Halitirre-Wayne State 30,
-

-

-

Winona State 28. Threepoint goals-Winona State
0 5 (Soland 0-1, Reisner 01, Bittner 0-2, Mills 0-1),
Wayne State, 13-25 (Bernadt
4-8, S. Miller 6-11, Pendry
2-4, Williamson 1-2).
Rebounds-Winona State
40 (Isharn, Bittner 8),
Wayne State 27 (Bernadt
6). Assists-Winona State
10 (Reisner 4), Wayne
State 16 (E3erbadt, Pendry
6) Steals-Winona State 9
(Reisner 4), Wayne State
13 (Pendry 6). Turnovers.-Winona State 20, Wayne
State 18. Total foulsWinona State 23, Wayne
State 20, Fouled out-L,
Miller, Isham,
-

Ray Allen, the Minnesota
Timberwolves' Kevin Garnett and
reining NBA MVP from the San.
Antonio Spurs, Tim Duncan,'
Jackson believes the Globetrotters
could be successful.
"The chances of beating the
`Dream Team' and other NBA
teams are the same as beating the
college All-Stars," said Jackson.
However, if and when those
games were to take place Jackson
doubts he will be a part of the
Globetrotters squad.
Instead of participating Jackson
would rather watch as the amazing
young players on the
Globetrotters' roster display not
only their abilities to entertain, but
also to play basketball.
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RESTAURANT
1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202

Buy

Any Entree for Regular

10 Menu Price, Get the Second
(of equal or lesser value)

HALF PRICE!!!
*Expires 60 days from 2/9/00 *for WSU students Only
'The above special not good in conjunction with any other coupon
t

special*

•
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Landlords vs. tenants

0

ne of the interesting
things about doing a colJON
,
umn like this every other
,
week is that events often change
PIKE
what you intended to write
about. For instance, I was going
to pick up on an idea I had in
Editorial
another column and develop it a
Columnist
little more this week. However,
recent events have changed my
mind.
I think being a non-traditional student gives me a good perspective
on the communities in which I live. As a student, I belong to the
Winona State University community. Because of my age and employment status, I am also a member of the "adult" community of Winona.
About a week ago, as part of my job with Winona Radio, I attended
a. public meeting about rental properties in the city of Winona. The long
and the short of it is that the city proposed that landlords bear some of
the responsibility for their tenants' bad behavior if it's a chronic problem. Naturally, the landlords would have none of it, insisting that any
problems were the fault of tenants, i.e., college students.
• Now, during my first college experience, about 15 years ago, I knew
of landlords who just sat back and collected rent money and didn't do
anything to keep the property livable. They were so indifferent to their
tenants' needs that the tenants figured, "Oh well, it doesn't matter what
I: do."
On the other hand, I have occasionally been to so-called "trash parties" at which tenants wrecked their temporary residences on the last
may of their lease. They figure, "Hey, I'll just lose my security deposit,
no problem." Don't tell me that doesn't happen here; I know what it's
like to be young and dumb. I was both.
: The upshot of all of this is that, while I know it's hard for students
to care about the community they live in, this still is an issue that just
might be worth being involved with. I know most of you figure Winona
i6Njust a stopping place on your road to elsewhere. But the funny thing
is, after living here a few years, some of you just might decide to make
Winona your home, and then you'll be "stuck" with it.
: As much as I hate telling people what to do, it's something us columnists tend to do from time to time. On this particular issue, it might be
Worth your time to be part of a group of reasonable people who look for
a solution to a problem. If your are so inclined, my advice is to get in
ouch with either Mayor Jerry Miller or Third Ward Councilmember
Jay Kohner. They are both reasonable men in search of good solutions.
I'd like to end this column by paraphrasing Miller at the end of the
City council meeting. He said landlords in this town need the students
as much as the students need the landlords. And, at the end of the day,
Mayor Miller said he'd rather have the university and any of its problOns than not have the university and none of its problems.
: He's a good man, so I'll end here and say ... keep watching this
space.
: Jon Pike is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be
reached via campus e-mail at jpike4282.

The easy college life
was talking to one of my
best friends the other day
TIM
over the phone when he
asked me how school was going.
MILLER
7,ike a lot of people might, I
complained about how the
semester can't get over soon
Editorial
enough, how classes were getColumnist
ting harder by the week and how
didn't want to write a big midterm paper that's due the day
Wore spring break.
Rick, who graduated from the University of Minnesota in May, then
said to me, "Man, right now you've got it made." I thought about this
for a second and asked what he meant. He said, "You go to class during the week, and you have your free time on the weekends. Your
biggest worry right now is homework."
: : I've replayed what he told me in my head numerous times. How
:could I have it made? I've been itching to graduate since the day I
:came to Winona.
: But after considering the current situations of some of my other
friends who hayed moved on from college, I realized Rick was right.
Some have found jobs already, while others have struggled. One friend
=in particular was telling me how she is frustrated with going through
;interview after interview. She tells me she has to find a job soon, or she
Might have to move back home.
: Then there is my friend who is currently living in Florida and working on an internship. He tells me work is going fine and the weather
:doesn't get any better. But when he gets home at night, he wishes he
:had more people to talk to. "My social life is non-existent," he told me.
.. ) Then there is me. What a protected little world I'm living in right
:now. I wake up, go to class, study half of the time and eventually make
:my way to bed. Of course there are some things that happen in between
'those events. I do talk to somebody in a social context just about everyday. And I do have a good idea about what is going to happen the next
'day in my classes.
:-- Most of my, friends who graduated aren't sure what's going to happen next. Will they get that phone call they've been waiting for or are
they going to sit at home watching re-runs of "The Simpsons" again?
As good as this world I live in is, I ask myself if I've taken advantage of everything. Did I give 100 percent in all of my classes? Did I
: participate in all of the things I really wanted to? I must say, embarrassingly, the answer is no.
This is a shame, because this world I've belonged to over the past
' four and a half years (three of community college and one and a half
years at Winona State University), is perfect. In what world can a person be done with their day by 2 p.m.? When else can you go out on a
Wednesday night and have a great time for only $5? I know I'm going
to talk to somebody every day. And I'm not quite yet waiting by the
-shone to find out when, where and for whom I will be working.
As much as I'm looking forward to graduating in December, I do at
times wish college could go on for a little while longer. Some of my
friends who've moved on from the college life actually envy me right
now. Who would have thought that?
During our phone converstaion, Rick told me to "take advantage of
school while you still can." I think I'll take that advice and run with it.
Tim Miller is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be
reached via campus e-mail at tmiller2984.
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No need to spend a lot of cash on Valentine's Day
alentine's Day decorations may have been
popped up the minute
Christmas decorations were taken
TEFF
down, but now, less than a week
from Valentine's Day, it's time to
decide with whom and how you'll
Copy
be spending the day. And spending
seems to be the keyword.
Editor
I don't have a problem with the
pink and red heart-covered pillowcases, coffee mugs and refrigerator magnets stores are trying to sell me. I
am also fine with the chocolate hearts, sentimental cards and bouquets of
roses advertisers are telling me I need to buy to have a perfect, romantic
Valentine's Day.
I'm fine with all this because I realize I don't have to buy into any ,of it.
Valentine's Day may be associated with romantic Romeo and Juliet relationships, but the, history behind it had nothing to do with romance.
Historians say Valentine's Day originated from an ancient Roman celebration called Lupercalia during which young boys and girls would be
matched as "boyfriend and girlfriend" for the year by drawing names from
a jar. Often the pair would marry. So our romantic connotation is really
nothing more than a game of chance, like picking partners for a field trip in
third grade.
These kids didn't go,out and buy the best bottle of champagne and a
dozen long stem roses as part of the celebration. And if they did, they didn't document it.
But now that we think we need to spend money to prove our admiration,
stores are ready to help us find that "perfect" gift— at any cost.
Step into Target and see how the color pink has been added to the typical red and white decorating scheme, with displays of cards in two different areas and three aisles with specialty decorations and products for

Missy

Valentines Day. Nothing says "I love you" like heart-covered boxers and a
magnetic word kit with a "design your best pick-up line" theme.
Even the most classic sign of love, the single red rose, gets a lot of play
this holiday. A single rose at Rose Bowl Floral and Gifts jumps from $3.50
to $5.50 for the holiday. Flowers in general begin rising in price after
Christmas at DJ Campus Floral.
Every year people complain about the mass marketing of this holiday.
"Enough!" they say. "This is forced romance, and I don't even want to participate."
Being a fan of the holiday myself, I hate to think of completely dismissing everything in favor of my daily routine. And I'm sure there are many
others out there who will be a bit perturbed if their boyfriends or girlfriends
blow the day off.
So it seems as though we've got to make a decision between buying into
the commercialism or treating Feb. 14 as the typical Monday.
But I say, let's decide neither. The stores will not hunt us down and reprimand us if we don't buy their heart-shaped doorstops. The florists won't
be calling us about why our Sweetheart Bouquet order isn't in yet. And the
romantic little restaurants around the country will be more than happy to
have one more open table for the couples who do cave in to the pressure.
Let's all celebrate Valentine's Day by focusing on what the day should
mean: Showing others you care. Give your friends extra hugs. Call you
parents just to say "hi" (and don't even drop a hint about sending money).
And if you have a sweetheart in your life, perhaps propose a toast to how
important he or she is to you with nothing more than apple juice. Love
doesn't have to mean "I want to many you." As one dictionary puts it, love
can just be "a deep, tender feeling of affection and solicitude toward a person, such as that arising from kinship."
Looks like the only thing we really should be spending is a little more
time and attention on those we care about.
Missy Teff is a copy editor for the Winonan and can be reached via campus e-mail at mteff022 I .
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THROUGH THE SHUTTER.

W.
come to
‘101 *- ST
The Harlem Globetrotters came to a packed house at McCown
Gymnasium Feb. 2 to take on the New York Nationals. Top Left:
Harlem Globetrotters mascot Globie works the crowd before the game.
(Lisa M. Sanders/Winonan) Top Right: Burley Johnson of the Harlem
Globetrotters shows a little girl how to spin a ball on her ringer during
half- time of the Globetrotter game. (Jim Sewastynowicz/Winonan)
Right: Matt "Showbiz" Jackson sits on the lap of an attendant during
the game. Orian Hanson/WmonanyBottom Right: A globetrotter hangs
on the rim of the hoop after dunking the ball (Jenny 13utler/Winonan)
l3ottom Left: Players get tangled together while fighting for a rebound.
(Lisa M. Sanders/Winonan)
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